
 
12 Founders of DKG (Twelve Days of Christmas)  
 
1.Dr. Annie Webb Blanton saw a need for a Society 
DKG for our women teachers 
 
2.Cora Martin said we needed - some music to lift us up 
a catchy little song, and 
 
3.P.E. teacher Anna Hiss said we needed to be fit 
lots of bouncing b-balls,  
 
4. Lalla Odom taught Will Rogers and battled for our rights 
contracts for married teachers, 
 
5. Mamie Bastian said we needed- to celebrate our birth 
Happy Birthday luncheons 
 
6.  A great teacher was Lela Lee in the Dallas ISD 
a work, study, play plan 
 
7.  Mabel Grizzard studied items- that had historical value 
she wrote English workbooks 
 
8.  Ray King taught high school history in the city of Fort Worth 
loved to count the money 
 
9.  Helen Koch left Texas and started Lambda State 
studied child psychology 
 
10.  Through her detailed planning Ruby Cole established many libraries  
 interested in restoring missions 
 
11.  Ruby Terrell Lomax loved traditions- and all the ceremonies 
taught classical languages 
 
12.  Sue King loved to travel & hike, and teach high school Latin  
we lost her way to soon 
 
 
 



 
 

The Legend of Delta Kappa Gamma 
 
Nancy: Once upon a time in 1929, when the world was young and people 
were happy, there was no ERA, no Roe vs. Wade, and no one had heard 
the words “Covid pandemic”!  Everyone knew that men were better 
qualified for all jobs; it was all right for them to make more than 
women for the same work; and “the little woman" kept her mouth shut 
as she smiled. 

 
Holly: But twelve "wild -eyed rebels" had a vision of a different 
system. They could see a vast army of women around the world who took 
their places shoulder to shoulder with men throughout the field of 
education--equal but different.  They could see this army uniting 
with women everywhere, supporting each other, recognizing women's 
achieve ments,helping each other financially through scholarships and 
grants, encouraging leadership qualities, and working together to 
advance the cause of women. 

 
Jo: They met in a large house in Austin, Texas; and plotted to 
change the world. What began there, a tiny flame, would be 
nurtured and fanned so that its warmth would spread. Gradually 
the numbers grew. All across the state of Texas and then the 
nation women embraced the precepts of this group and proudly wore 
the key which represented it. Thousands of women came to be 
included; the torch was passed     to each generation of teachers in 
America, and eventually qualified women in 17 other countries 
joined with them. 
 
Nancy: Ninety-two years later, you and I enjoy the progress and 
the benefits of this great vision, and somewhere, in that great 
Teacher Retirement Home in the sky, our struggles and agonizingly 
slow forward movement are watched and cheered by: 
 
{Holly read names.  Jo say “dreamer” after each name is called. 
Spoken with affirmation and respect.  Members will hold up their 
pictures. Continue holding them up till all 7 Purposes are read.} 
Annie Webb Blanton; dreamer,  Mamie Sue Bastian, dreamer; Ruby 
Cole, dreamer;  Mabel Grizzard, dreamer;  Anna Hiss, dreamer;  Ray 
King, dreamer;  Sue King, dreamer;  Helen Koch, dreamer; Ruby 
Terrill Lomax, dreamer;  Cora Martin, dreamer: Lalla Odom, 
dreamer;   Lela Lee Williams, dreamer. 
 

      Nancy:  These 12 women were dreamers and look at what they accomplished!  When 
you began teaching, you were a dreamer too, dreaming of what you would be able to do as 
an educator and influencer of the next generation.   
 
        Holly:  Twelve dreamers in 1929 committed to the Seven Purposes of the 
Society which have moved the organization forward for 92 years.  Today, as the Purposes 
are read, reflect upon the meaning they have for each of us, personally and professionally.   
 
Jo:  To unite women educations of the world in a genuine spiritual 
fellowship. 
 
Nancy:  To honor women who have given or who evidence a potential 
for distinctive service in any field of education. 
 



Holly:  To advance the professional interest and position of women 
in education. 
 
Jo:  To initiate, endorse and support desirable legislation or other 
suitable endeavors in the interests of education and of women 
educators. 
 
Nancy: To endow scholarships to aid outstanding women educators in 
pursuing graduate study and to grant fellowships to non-member women 
educators. 
 
Holly:  To stimulate the personal and professional growth of members 
and to encourage their participation in appropriate programs of 
action 
 
Jo:  To inform the members of current economic, social, political, 
and educational issues so that they may participate effectively in a 
world society.     Thank you, sisters, and holders of the dreamers. 
 
(members put down pictures of Founders) 
 
Nancy: These 7 Purposes, reflected in the tradition of the 
society, are symbolized by …  
 

…Roses and the color gold that signify beauty of spirit and 
dedication to excellence. 

 
Holly:   The wreath of laurel leaves that represents achievements; 
 
Jo:  The color crimson that stands for courage to achieve success 
and attain leadership in our profession. 
 
Nancy: The cup that represents knowledge 
 
Holly:  The lamp and open book that represent wisdom and 
scholarship. 
 
JO: The golden ellipse that represents the work of each member for 
the good of all. 
 
Nancy:  In recalling our dedication to the ideals of our Society, 
let us renew our commitment to Society Purposes.  Let us rededicate 
ourselves to our mission to “promote the professional and personal 
growth of women educators and excellence in education.”  Let us more 
actively support the programs, projects and policies and do our best 
to fulfill our responsibilities of membership in The Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society International. 
 
Holly: Please repeat after me: 
 
 We, the members of Iota Pi Chapter, (pause for repeat) 
 
 Offer our cooperation, encouragement and friendship   (pause) 
 
 To our fellow members of Delta Kappa Gamma   (pause) 
 
 We promise to help carry out the purposes of the Society.(pause) 
 
 This is my pledge.   (pause) 
 
Jo:  Thank you.  As we move toward celebrating 50 years of dreams 
and accomplishments may we each remember and honor our pledge made 
tonight. 



Dr. Annie Webb Blanton – The Heart of the Society of its Members (Skit) 
Area 10 Luncheon – February 13, 2016 

 
SCRIPT 

Cast: 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Marian Clinton 
Anna Hiss:  Jeanette Rhyan 
Mabel Grizzard:  Patti Belknap 
Lalla Odom: Connie Rensink  
Mamie Sue Bastian: Nancy Newton 
ASTEF:  Nancy Newton 
Helen Koch:  Marilyn Gregory 
Cora Martin: Lee Larkin 
Shelly Samuels: Question to Cora Martin 
Janet Helmkamp:  Area 10 Coordinator 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:   Excuse me!  Excuse me! I’m looking for Dr. Marian Clinton.  Is she 
here? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: Well, we are looking for her as well. She is supposed to be our guest 
speaker this afternoon.   
 
Annie Webb Blanton:   Who are you my dear? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: My name is Janet Helmkamp and I’m Area 10 Coordinator in Delta 
Kappa Gamma Alpha State and this is our Area 10 Luncheon and Dr. Clinton is our guest 
speaker. And what is your name and why are you looking for Dr. Clinton? 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:   I’m Dr. Annie Webb Blanton. I was driving in my car “Prudence” in a 
Time Machine and somewhere over the Land of Lincoln I accidently collided with Dr. Clinton. 
We had the best conversation.  She was dressed kind of funny and her hairstyle was really 
different, but she was very nice.  She told me that she is a long time active DKG member and 
has been active in her chapter as well as several state committees.  She also told me 
something about being on the the Board of ASTEF (Alpha State Texas Education Foundation). 
I was excited to hear about all of the positive changes and progress that has been made over 
the years in Delta Kappa Gamma. We visited a long time about DKG and then I boarded my 
Time Machine in Prudence and we went our separate ways, but somehow I ended up here 
where I think she is supposed to be.  Oh my, there is no telling where she ended up.  Probably 
where I was supposed to be.  What year is this Janet? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: It’s February 13, 2016. 
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Annie Webb Blanton: You mean it has been 86 years since I founded DKG with 11 other 
outstanding key women educators! Dr. Clinton told me about the progress DKG has made 
nationally and internationally and about Alpha State President, Marilyn Gregory’s state 
theme “The Heart of the Society is its Members”. I understand the goals for this biennium are 
from the acronym Heart.  What is the acronym for HEART? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: The acronym for Heart is Health, Education, Achievement, Reflection and 
Teamwork. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:   Janet, tell me more about the “H” in Heart? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: Health: to encourage members to practice healthy lifestyles to promote 
healthier chapters. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Health!  Just a minute Janet. I have to call Anna Hiss.  She will be so 
excited to hear about this. Excuse me while I make a phone call. I am probably the only 
person who takes my phone with me.  I see some of you are carrying and talking into 
something that looks like a wallet. What are they holding and talking into Janet? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: It’s called an iPhone or a Smartphone.  It’s portable and small enough you 
can carry in your handbag or pocket. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  That’s a lot easier than trying to carry this big phone around with me.  I 
carry it everywhere I go.  Guess I was a little ahead of my time!  Speaking of pockets.  I see 
most ladies here are wearing trousers.  Men’s trousers? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: No, no they are not men’s trousers.  We call them slacks or jeans and we 
wear them everywhere even to school, church and out to dinner.  It’s been an accepted 
practice for quite a few years. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton: Well that is progress!  Even to school and to church?  
 
Janet Helmkamp: Yes, even to school and church. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Awesome!  Let’s celebrate women!  Now I have to call Anna Hiss.  Anna 
if you recall Anna Hiss is one of the founders and she is also the director of women’s physical 
education at the University of Texas.  (Ring, Ring) 
 
Anna Hiss:  Jeanette Rhyan:  Hello this Anna Hiss. 
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Annie Webb Blanton:  Anna, this is Annie and you will not believe where I am and what year 
it is. I got into a Time Machine and I traveled to the year 2016. I will tell you all about it later. 
What are you doing? 
 
Anna Hiss:  Jeanette Rhyan:  Right now I’m working on expanding the playing fields and 
facilities for women’s athletics and planning the construction of a gymnasium.  This summer I 
am planning to tour the country to study physical education facilities and compile plans and 
sketches.  When I’m finished it will considered a model facility. 
 
Also, I am initiating a bachelor’s degree program in the School of Education to train teachers 
of physical education.  I’m working on the curriculum and right now I’m sending physical 
education majors into the public schools and parks as teaching assistants. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Anna, you will be so excited to learn that because of your vision and 
your hard work here in the year 2016 they have wonderful women’s gymnasiums, intramural 
sports programs for women and a bachelor’s degree program as well as advanced degrees in 
physical education for women. 
 
Janet Helmkamp:  Dr. Blanton could I talk to Anna Hiss? 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Of course.  Here’s the phone.  I don’t think your phone will work! 
 
Janet Helmkamp: Miss Hiss, I understand how committed you were committed to DKG and 
served on a wide range of committees, including Equal Opportunity for Women Teachers and 
you were chairman of the national committee instrumental in the choice and purchase of the 
lot for headquarters in Austin.  Thank you for setting and providing a strong foundation for 
us. 
 
Anna Hiss:  Jeanette Rhyan:  Yes, I was on a number of state and national committees as well 
as for health, physical education and recreation. I am elated to know that because of my 
tenacity I was instrumental in the advancement of health and physical education as well as 
professional degrees in physical education.  It was nice talking to you Janet. Take care of 
Annie! 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Anna, have you heard from Ray or Sue King or Ruby Terrill Lomax? 
 
Anna Hiss:  Jeanette Rhyan:  No, Sue King is hiking in the mountains today and will be 
attending a performance of Greek theatre this evening.  Ruby Terrill is accompanying her 
husband as he researches folklore for the Library of Congress.  Ruby has such a great sense of 
humor!  She always makes me laugh. Sue King isn’t feeling well. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Thanks Anna.  Talk to you when I return. 
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Annie Webb Blanton:  The inclusion of Anna Hiss certainly augmented the diversity of 
educational interests represented when organizing Delta Kappa Gamma. I sought out a broad 
cross section of the teaching profession when selecting Founders for DKG. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Singing is also “healthy”.  This reminds me. I need to call Cora Martin.  
Did you know that Cora and I lived in the Faculty Women’s Club while we were teaching at 
the University of Texas?  That’s where we discussed plans for the founding of Delta Kappa 
Gamma.  Ring Ring 
 
Cora Martin: Lee Larkin:  Hello!  This is Cora Martin. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton: Cora, this is Annie. I’ll explain later, but I’m in the year 2016.  What 
project are you working on?   
 
Cora Martin: Lee Larkin:  I’m polishing the lyrics for the Delta Kappa Gamma song. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Cora, I have a young lady here that would like to talk to you. 
 
Shelly Samuels::  Ms. Martin my name is Shelly Samuels and I’m a member of Alpha Gamma 
chapter. I understand that besides assisting Dr. Blanton in polishing the lyrics for the Delta 
Kappa Gamma song, that you were also State keeper of the records and you assisted with 
organization of Alpha Sigma State Organization in Washington and also helped Dr. Blanton 
install Gamma State Organization, Oklahoma. 
 
Cora Martin: Lee Larkin:  How nice of you to recognize another key woman educator’s 
accomplishments.  I’m also very involved and an active member and officer of a wide variety 
of academic and social organizations.  Women stay healthy and intellectually stimulated by 
being involved not only in Delta Kappa Gamma but also in other organizations and 
networking. We support diversity, global awareness and networking for women. 
 
Shelly Samuels::  Thank you Cora for giving us a strong foundation on which to build our 
diversity, global awareness and networking for women. We’re becoming even stronger in 
global awareness.  Thank you for visiting with me today Cora. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton: Janet, what is the acronym for “E” in Heart? 
 
Janet Helmkamp:  Education: Education means to educate members about the importance of 
membership and encourage them to make an impact on their communities and the world. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Education!  I need to make another phone call.  I need to call Mabel 
Grizzard another one of the Founders.  Mabel was a pupil of mine at North Texas State 
Normal school in Denton.  Ring Ring 
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Mabel Grizzard:  Patti Belknap:  Hello, this is Mabel Grizzard. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Mabel, this is Annie.   I have a question for you.  I was a teacher at 
North Texas State Normal School in Denton. I don’t know why they call the college “Normal” 
School.  Is there such a thing as an “abnormal school”?   
 
Mabel Grizzard:  Patti Belknap:  I don’t know Annie.  Why do you ask? 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  It just tickled my funny bone since I am here in the year 2016.  I’ll 
explain later.  Did I interrupt you from anything? 
 
Mabel Grizzard:  Patti Belknap:  Oh Annie, I am so excited.  I’ve just returned from another 
summer of researching and observing current best educational methods from Peabody 
College in Nashville and the University of Denver which are two leading universities in the 
country.  Since I’m a former teacher and now principal here in Waxahachie, I’m taking all of 
the information I learned and use it to help teachers apply to their classrooms.  
 
 Annie, I’ve also been busy attending and participating in several educational associations.  
The North Texas Division of Elementary Principals, Texas State Teachers Association and NEA 
have really kept me busy.  
 
 Oh, by the way, Alpha Alpha chapter that we founded together in 1931 in Waxahachie is 
going strong. There is just so much to do! 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Mabel, did you know that several universities have demonstration 
schools as part of their curriculum for student teachers, and teachers are recognized as 
Teacher of the Year not only in their school district but also in their region and state wide and 
also nationally? 
 
Janet Helmkamp:  Let me talk to Mabel.  Mabel, this is Janet Helmkamp and I want you to 
know that your summer research and study in leading university demonstration schools of 
the nation has continued into the year 2016! We continue to research new and best practices 
not only in our universities, but also in Delta Kappa Gamma.  Even on the chapter level 
individuals or chapters can apply for stipends through ASTEF that will promote and enhance 
educational excellence for Texas students, educators and the community.  Mabel, thank you 
for providing a strong foundation for our teachers. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Janet, I’m also calling Dr. Helen Koch.  Did you know that Helen grew 
up in Illinois and attended the University of Chicago where she majored in psychology and 
minored in German? She also received her BA and PhD from the University of Chicago. 
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Annie Webb Blanton:  Helen, this is Annie. You won’t believe where I am.  I’m in the year 
2016 and don’t call me crazy until you hear my side of the story. Are you still working on the 
survey of Texas in preparation for Child Guidance centers in Dallas and Houston?  
 
Helen Koch:  Marilyn Gregory:  2016!  I’m sure this is going to be a good story! You do know 
that I’m a psychologist.  In answer to your question, yes, I just finished the survey and I’m 
busy teaching psychology her at University of Texas.  I do have something to share with you 
Annie. 
 
I have decided to go back to Chicago.  I have been offered a job as a professor of child 
psychology.  I have close family ties to Chicago and I can continue to improve the profession 
in Illinois.  Perhaps someday I will become one of the founders of the Lambda State 
Organization in Illinois! 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  This is certainly a loss to Texas, but Illinois’ gain when you return to 
your native state.  I will be sad to see to you leave, but I know you will continue to be active 
on the national level.  I will help you establish Lambda State Organization.  Dr. Clinton is from 
Illinois.   Do you know her? 
 
Helen Koch:  Marilyn Gregory:  Haven’t met her. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Well, you would really like her.  She may be headed your way to the 
Land of Lincoln quite by accident!  Have a good day Helen. 
  
Annie Webb Blanton:  Janet, what is the acronym for “A” in Heart? 
 
Janet Helmkamp:  Achievement. Achievement means to achieve our goals as leaders in our 
chapters and recognize our accomplishment as key women educators. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Achievement! So let me ask you another question.  Just what is 
ASTEF?  
 
Janet Helmkamp:  Well Past State President Nancy Newton is here.  Perhaps she can better 
address your question. 
 
ASTEF:  Nancy Newton:  ASTEF stands for Alpha State Texas Educational Foundation.  ASTEF 
raises money to endow scholarships for women educators in Texas, funds leadership events 
to support professional land personal growth of Texas women educators and awards stipends 
for projects that benefit Texas students, educators and the community. ASTEF welcomes 
donations from individuals, groups, businesses and corporations. 
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This past year ASTEF 

• Funded $28,000 in scholarships for women 
• Financed $5,000 in stipends to aspiring educators 
• Provided a leadership event at TSO convention and provided an intensive 3-day 

leadership program for 30 selected members from across the state 
• Granted $20,000 in project stipends to benefit over 3,500 Texas students and 

teachers. 
 
Tomorrow is a very important day.  ASTEF will be celebrating Valentine’s Day with a 
challenge.  We are challenging our members to share their love by making a donation to 
ASTEF on the ASTEF Giving Day which is February 14th.  Go to www.astef.org or by mail with 
an ASTEF contribution form found on the ASTEF website. And by the way, all contributions 
are TAX DEDUCTABLE! 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:   So what you are saying is that ASTEF makes money, receives money 
and then gives it all away!  ASTEF is going to give all of the money away to support 
Leadership, Scholarship and Chapter Project so donate, donate, donate! 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:   Let’s go back to Achievement. Ladies how many of you are married or 
have been married while teaching? Janet I need to make another phone call.  I need to call 
Lalla McClatchy Odom.  Lalla helped break down the barrier of contracts not be offered to 
married female teachers.  She is also very active in city, state and national political affairs.   
Lalla was also Alpha Chapter’s first president.  Ring Ring 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Janet, I need to make another phone call.  I want to call Lalla 
McClatchy Odom. Lalla is very very active in city, state and national political affairs.  She has 
the type of personality that can assist Delta Kappa Gamma.  Ring Ring 
 
Lalla, this is Annie. What is the status of your teaching contract? 
 
Lalla Odom: Connie Rensink:  We have crossed a milestone on banishing discrimination 
against women in the profession!  Annie, remember at the close of the school year when I 
was notified that it was contrary to the policies of the Board of Educating to issue contracts to 
married teachers and the superintendent supported my position but told me that I could only 
be a substitute teacher.  Well I refused to accept that position because of the discriminatory 
regulation.  I just heard back from the Board and the Board reversed its ruling.  Looks like I 
helped break down this barrier and I will now become one of the first married women 
teachers in Austin to receive a regular contract!  Looks like I helped break down one barrier! 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Congratulations Lalla!  I’ve traveled to the year 2016 with Prudence in 
my Time Machine and because of your tenacity women teachers receive regular contracts 
that don’t require their husband’s signature. Even pregnant teachers can keep teaching!  
 

http://www.astef.org/
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Lalla Odom: Connie Rensink: Annie, please remind your new friends in 2016 that I 
participated in the period when the junior high school was a separate division of the public 
school and was being tried as an experiment.  The Allen Junior High School was the first of it 
type in Texas and I was named to head the department of mathematics. I want to be 
remembered as bringing a point of view of a junior high school mathematics teacher and the 
having the active desire to banish discrimination against women in the profession.   
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Thanks Lalla. I will share that information with my all of my new 
friends.   
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Janet, as you can see Lalla has the type of personality that we needed 
as one of the founders.  Just curious – How many of your started teaching when you had to 
have your husband sign your contract? 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Janet, I have to call another Founder. Do you remember Mamie Sue 
Bastian? 
 
Janet:  Of course I do!  Mamie Sue Bastian was Alpha State president from 1930-1934 and 
organized 13 chapters during her successful term.  She also chaired several national 
committees as well as being active in her own chapter. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Mamie Sue Bastian is the epitome of cheerfulness and an infectious 
optimism.  When she enters a room laughter comes in, too!  She has a regal bearing and 
expressive brown eyes. People instinctively know that Mamie is their friend. 
 
Janet, just between us and the rest of the ladies in the audience there was some competition 
between Mamie Sue Bastian and Ruby Cole.  Ruby and Mamie vied with each for the honor of 
first founding a chapter in her community.  Ruby succeeded because she organized Beta less 
than two months after the founding of Delta Kappa Gamma.  It took Mamie five months to 
establish Gamma chapter in Houston and become its first president. 
 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:   Ring  Ring   Mamie this Annie. I’m traveling in the 2016.  I’ll explain 
later and I’m not crazy.   Are you working on the Birthday Luncheon?  
 
Mamie Sue Bastian: Nancy Newton:  Of course I am!  I’m writing some lively Delta Kappa 
Gamma songs to add color to our sometimes drab lives.  I love to sing and I’m going to inspire 
others to join in the laughter and have fun and sing.  Remind your friends that I am the one 
who initiated the Birthday Luncheon and I was president of Alpha State and I organized 13 
chapters during my term. Oh how I love to laugh and sing! 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Most definitely Mamie.  Have you talked to Ruby Cole? 
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Mamie Sue Bastian: Nancy Newton:  No, Ruby and her mother are restoring a mission and 
looking into purchasing some land for a park.  Ruby is very civic minded.   
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Thanks Mamie!  You will be pleased to know that the tradition of the 
Birthday Luncheon still continues. Continue composing and inspiring others. You will be 
thrilled to know that even here in 2016 our members are still singing, having fun and singing 
lively tunes in their chapter meetings and at convention and workshops.  Members are still 
seeing the impact you have had on our Society still here in the year 2016.   I’ll talk to you 
again when I return. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Janet, What is the acronym for “R” in Heart? 
 
Janet Helmkamp:  Reflection:  Reflection means to reflect on our heritage as we advance the 
Society. 
  
Annie Webb Blanton:   Reflection. Janet I’m getting tired and it has been a long journey. It’s 
time for me to find Prudence and get back into my time machine and travel back to Austin.  
Before I go, let’s do a little reflection.  As I think about the acronym HEART I am reminded of 
my dear friend Lela Lee Williams.  Ruth Johnson, President of Epsilon Chapter at the time of 
Lela’s death, concluded her remarks at Lela’s graveside ceremony by saying 
 “Her thoughtfulness to the new member, to the visitor; her notes of encouragement 
to those in leadership, to those in illness, pain or joy even to husbands when good things 
happened in the work – all bespeak the magnanimity of one who walked humbly, of one who 
kept the common touch when we would have so gladly made her royalty, of one who loved 
every person who came in contact with her and lifted them up to see their own potential of 
service.  She touched our lives in a very meaningful way.  To live in the hearts of others is not 
to die.”  Wonderful words for all members of DKG to live by. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  The  “T” in Heart stand for what? 
 
Janet Helmkamp:  Teamwork: Teamwork means to work as members of a team to strengthen 
involvement in all levels of the society 
 
 I have a question to ask you Janet.  If I ask you “Who is Annie?” what would you say? 
 
Janet Helmkamp: Annie is the Founder of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International. 
 
Annie Webb Blanton:  Yes, I am the Founder of Delta Kappa Gamma, but who is Annie? I am 
going to suggest that ALL OF YOU are Annie!  Annie is all of us and Annie is everywhere. 
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You see, back in 1929 I was told by a man that women could never advance because they 
could not work together.  I was determined to prove him wrong.  So I started Delta Kappa 
Gamma.  I wanted to show him that women could unite to accomplish important goals such 
as gender equality, school legislation, excellence in education, good teaching conditions, 
networking and financial help for women preparing to teach.  These original goals formed the 
basis of our current Seven Purposes and Alpha State President Marilyn Gregory state theme is 
HEART – the acronym is Health, Education, Achievement, Reflection and Teamwork. 
 
Annie doesn’t just talk.  She gets things done! We have made a wealth of progress 
throughput the world.  It’s up to us to empower the next generation to do even better and 
greater things. Progressive and determined women are not quiet about what we care about. 
We are strong and we will continue to be strong!  Take pride in DKG! As President Gregory 
says “The Heart of the Society is its members”.  
 
 
Together we can bring about change. We are women who make a difference. We have the 
power and new viewpoints and we are going to change the world to make it even better for 
our children and grandchildren.  Put a little love in your heart and get involved! Mentor our 
new members and get them involved. We are all Annie, our voice will be heard and we will 
make a difference!  
 
Janet, I have thoroughly my visit into the future – the year 2016 – but now I have to leave and 
see if I can find Dr. Clinton! If you see Dr. Clinton before I do please tell her how much I 
enjoyed the audience she was supposed to speak to! 
 



This was written by Catherine Langhart of Kappa Beta and presented in San Antonio May 1979.  With revisions, it 
was used by Helen Mattiza, Iota Pi, to be used for Area VII Conference in Fort Worth October 27, 1979.  With slight 
revisions, it was used by Valerie Scott, Iota Pi, to be presented at Iota Pi founder’s day celebration, May 2015. 

 

Setting:  The founders are seated on stools with their backs to the 
audience.  As each is called, she turns around and acts out her part as 
directed in the script.  Then she turns her back to the audience again. 

 A table with 12 candles is at the side of the scene.  As each 
founder’s life is narrated, someone lights a candle.  At the end, all 
candles are lit, then extinguished.  Music was taped for use. 

 Soft spot on Narrator, rest of stage dark.  Bright spot on each 
founder as she speaks. 

 

Narrator:  (Music from the 20’s plays in the background shortly before 
narrator speaks.)  The year is 1929.  In Austin, Texas the twelve 
founders of Delta Kappa Gamma were gathered to form our society.  
Today the year is 2015 and we gather to honor those twelve founders.  
Though the accomplishments of our founders have been many, our 
intent this evening is to give you a more personal vignette of their lives.  
(Stop music) 

(Sue King is spotted, reading the paper.) 

Narrator:  Sue King.  The date is November 2, 1917. 

Sue King:  Listen to this!  “Hats off to women!  Texas teachers made a 
new high record.  The men did not launch the movement; the women 
teachers did…”  You know, I was one of three women teachers to get 
Miss Blanton elected to TSTA Presidency that day.  I guess that is why 



she remembered me when time came to select co-founders of Delta 
Kappa Gamma.  My sister and I come from Ft. Worth where I try to put 
life and joy into teaching history.  (Spot fades.) 

Narrator:  Miss Sue King died May 4, 1930 – only a year after the 
founding of Delta Kappa Gamma. 

(Dr. Blanton is spotted) 

Narrator:  Dr. Annie Webb Blanton.  (She is dressed in a gardening 
outfit, arranging and pruning roses) 

Dr. Blanton:  I was born August 19, 1870.  I worked for the cause of 
equal rights for women, and in 1916 I became the first woman 
president of the Texas State Teachers Association.  In 1918 I was 
elected as the first woman to become state Superintendent of Public 
Instruction.  Although an energetic worker, I enjoyed relaxing with a 
mystery novel, or shopping for another miniature donkey to add to my 
collection of nearly 200.   

I take pride in presiding and conducting business meetings as well 
as serving at a tea table.  I am equally proud of being able to change a 
tire on my car. 

By the way, I have traveled many a mile to install new chapters of 
Delta Kappa Gamma.  Once I considered sending a substitute, but I 
decided to go myself, in spite of my flu attack.  Why send someone who 
had done no work?   

I frequently get requests to get materials for programs.  If I had 
time, I would give everyone help.  I teach 6 days a week, give tests and 
grade them.  I do correspondence teaching, work in faculty committees, 



and direct graduate theses.  I edit the bulleting and keep accounts of 
indebtedness for 33 states and 250 chapters.  It is time to relax with my 
roses.  My favorite flower.  (Spot dims.)  

Narrator:  Dr. Annie Webb Blanton died on October 2, 1945. 

(Spot picks up on Helen Koch) 

Narrator:  Helen Lois Koch (dressed in a soft flowing dress) 

Helen Koch:  I was born on August 26, 1895 to German parents in Blue 
Island, Illinois.  I love to play the piano.  When I was in high school I 
would rise at 4 a.m. to practice the piano.   

 In 1918, I received my Bachelor of Philosophy degree and in 1921 
the Doctor of Philosophy degree, both from the University of Chicago.  
In 1922, I became an instructor of psychology at the University of Texas. 

 I have done much work in the field of child psychology.  A favorite 
of mine is parental interactions, and effects of twins on each other.   

 I have traveled extensively.  In 1948-49, I was an exchange 
professor to the Johann Goethe University at Frankfurt, Germany.  I 
have been involved in many welfare programs.  During WWII I helped 
to train teachers for government sponsored nursery schools.  From 
1942-45, I served on the committee on Child Care of the Office of 
Civilian Defense for the Chicago Metropolitan Area. 

 In 1957, I returned to Frankfurt.  I taught two courses and helped 
to stabilize the work in child psychology which I initiated in 1949. 

 In 1966, for a change of pace I traveled to Egypt for a month.  
There I took a paddle-wheel steamer down the Nile, eating, sleeping, 



and living on the boat.  On the necessary land trips I was escorted by a 
fine archeologist. 

 Some years ago the founders were asked to express their dreams 
and hopes.  Among mine was the dream that Delta Kappa Gamma will 
become an international organization of women teachers – so well led 
that no opportunities to advance the cause of education and 
constructive international relations will ever be missed.  (Lights dim.) 

Narrator:  Thank you, Helen.  (Light picks up Mamie Sue Bastian)  And 
here is Mamie Sue Bastian.  (She is dressed in a frivolous carnival-like 
outfit, with garder(sic.), beads, etc. with a masquerade mask – she can 
be laughing or singing as she turns around.  She will carry several 
balloons on sticks filled with helium.) 

Mamie Sue Bastian:  I guess you know I founded about thirteen Delta 
Kappa Gamma Chapters.  I formed a Classroom Teachers Association to 
raise salaries from $60.00/month to $90.00/month.  I advocated the 
enactment of the Teachers Retirement System. 

 But I also enjoyed the lighter side of life.  In our services to 
children, we need to value the frivolous social fun and things of the 
heart.  We need to love each other, to laugh together, and to enjoy to 
some extent the lighter phases of life.  So let us cling to the stunt, 
continue the birthday luncheons with cake, candles, and song.  The 
founder’s day banquets, and lightsome songs and music anytime we’re 
together.  For instance, I’d like to join you and your song leaders in a 
happy round of the Birthday Song right now!  Please sing with me – 
(Sings and hands balloons to members in the audience.  She leaves as 
the song ends.) 



 

Narrator:  Mabel  Youree Grizzard  (she is spotted sitting, looking at a 
map in her lap) 

 

Mabel Grizzard:   Last summer my mother, my sister Eve, and I traveled 
through the far West.  I love traveling, and now we are ready for an 
excursion in Texas.  Excuse me, if you will, while I look over some 
materials. (Spot dims.) 

 

Narrator:  Mabel Grizzard believed that good teaching involved 
teaching the basics and developing moral character.  She supervised 
practice teachers for Trinity College in Waxahachie and kept abreast of 
teacher training methods.  Miss Blanton was first impressed by her 
success in this field.  The last words sent by her were the prayer – 
intended for the International Convention of Delta Kappa Gamma in 
Cleveland in 1966.   

 “Our Father, we would ask thy divine blessings upon us as we 
assemble here.  We thank thee for daily manifestations of thy nearness 
to us and thy love for us.  Bless this fine organization, its splendid 
leaders and members, that it may ever achieve and maintain the high 
purposes and ideals upon which it was founded.  We would ask thy 
blessings upon this great and free country in which we are privileged to 
live and serve, and may we ever strive to preserve its sacred heritage.  
Bless each home represented here and those who must be absent from 
us.  All this we ask in thy beloved son Jesus’ name.   Amen.” 



 

Narrator:  Lalla McClatchy Odom (in street dress, hat, with spade in her 
hand) 

Lalla Odom:   I have just turned the first spade of earth for the 
headquarters building in Austin.  Boy, did I have a time persuading 
Governor Dan Moody to withdraw his offer to buy the lot for himself, 
but he came around to see it my way.  (Walks off stage.) 

Narrator:  Mrs. Odom put her son through college, carried a heavy 
teaching load in high school math and music, and held membership in 
several professional organizations.  During her presidency, Lalla kept 
Alpha Chapter formed for four years in school legislation.  One of her 
music students was Will Rogers.  She died April 14, 1964. 

 Lela Lee Williams (dressed in “Sunday” dress, a lot of costume 
jewelry. ) 

Lela Lee Williams:   I have always been active in church and civic life as 
well as educational affairs.  Would you believe I have taught 45 years in 
the Dallas Public School System?  Well, I have. 

 On October 21, 1929, Dr. Blanton helped me to install Epsilon 
Chapter in Dallas.  It was an impressive occasion for me.  However, our 
first birthday celebration really stands out in my mind.  The guests 
arrived in such a downpour that no one had a stitch of dry clothing.  
After the president’s wardrobe had been exhausted, the other Delta 
Kappa Gammas resorted to the ironing board to dry their clothes.  This 
is one of my fond memories. 



Narrator:  Thank you Lela Lee.  (Spot moves to Ruby Lomax with a 
violin)  Ruby Terrill Lomax 

Ruby Terrill Lomax:  Just for the record, some people call me Bunch.  
You may well wonder how I got that name.  I once saw a picture of 
beautiful roses and exclaimed, “Me, a bunch of roses!”  After that, 
people have called me Bunch. 

 Excuse me, I have to go now.  My husband John is waiting.  
Tonight we are entertaining a group of friends with the latest 
recordings made for our folklore collection.  John and my son have just 
returned from a trip which took them all over the United States – to 
many people, even convicts in jail, wherever there was a promise of a 
song or a ballad. 

Narrator:  Thank you, Bunch.  (She leaves and Dr. Hiss enters, dressed 
as a PE teacher with a basketball) 

Dr. Anna Hiss: (blows whistle) I came to U.T. in 1918 and soon was 
appointed head of the PE department.  Now, I don’t believe that many 
of our girls here have been taught the social graces.  So we are planning 
to use the PE department to stage a formal dance in the gym.  To 
practice, the girls will dress in formals and some of the girls will pose as 
boys in tails.  I understand the New York Times and Chicago Tribune will 
send someone to cover our event. 

 I have been going over blueprints for building gymnasiums.  I have 
decided by the end of the 1920’s we will have a girls’ PE facility at UT.  
PE buildings are not my only interest.  My interest in Delta Kappa 
Gamma brought me to help purchase a lot for the International 
Headquarters, in Austin.  I presided at the Founder’s Banquet on the 



fifth birthday of Delta Kappa Gamma.  Now, I need to go talk to the 
board about the gymnasium plans. 

Narrator:  Bye, Dr. Hiss.  Don’t forget your basketball.  (Spot light 
moves to show Ruby, Cora, and Ray King.  Ruby has a picture of the 
Alamo; Cora has a book of Browning; Ray King is doing needlepoint.) 
Ruby Cole. 

Ruby Cole:  Have you been to the missions lately?  I can’t think of a 
better way to spend a Sunday afternoon.  I have always been active in 
restoration of our beautiful San Antonio.  I am proud that I was one of 
the original women libbers.  My ideas were too startling to tradition-
oriented ears.  I hope some of you out there will have better luck. 

 By the way, I helped organize the Delta chapter on July 6, 1929.  
Less than 2 months after our society was organized.  Let’s all stand to 
honor the oldest chapter in San Antonio. 

 Excuse me, it’s feeding time for my faithful companion dogs, 
Lucky and Lady.   

 

(She leaves and Cora Martin remains seated, reading her book) 

Cora Martin:  (reading)  “How do I love thee, let me count the ways…” 

Narrator:  Mrs. Martin?  Cora Martin? 

Cora Martin:  (looks up) Oh, excuse me.  I became a teacher shortly 
after the death of my husband and baby girl.  We had just been married 
a year.  It seems just yesterday – stories of Indian raids, bloodstains on 
the floor boards of our house – they are still with me.  Although I’ve 



given 26 years of service to training teachers at North Texas State 
Teachers College, I’ve made time to enjoy music, poetry, and creative 
writing.  Let me see hands if anyone graduated from N.T.S.T.C. 

Narrator:  Cora attended the Delta Kappa Gamma Convention in San 
Francisco in 1964.  She collapsed and died shortly afterward.  She 
bequeathed $3,000.00 to the Delta Kappa Gamma Society and 
$1,000.00 for the ACET Scholarship Fund.  She was laid to rest near her 
husband and baby child.  (Spot picks up Ray King.) 

Ray King:   When Dr. Blanton and the other founders elected me to be 
treasurer of The Delta Kappa Gamma Society, I was honored as well as 
thrilled.  It gave me the opportunity to serve our newly-formed 
organization and at the same time, to ride my favorite hobby, 
“figgerin.”   

 I suppose you wonder where I got my name.  Well, I can give full 
credit to a much beloved aunt, who insisted upon calling me Ray. 

 I have always enjoyed entertaining my friends.  Although I have 
no special hobby, I enjoy needlepoint, hook rugs, African violets, and 
cooking. 

 When I retired I was active in Woman’s Club, church work, 
attractions offered by Ft. Worth lecture foundation, Civic Music 
Association, Ft. Worth Opera Guild, and the Dallas Symphony 
Orchestra.  I also served on committees with the Retired Teachers 
Association.  (Spot dims.) 

Narrator:  Miss Ray King died January 24, 1979.  Bernice Conoly said in 
her Golden Reunion message: Sue led the founders in meeting death in 
the first year of the Society’s history.  Ray closed their immortal ranks 



during the eighth month of the fiftieth year.  It seems appropriate that 
the deaths of the King Sisters should provide a “time frame” around the 
first fifty years of the life of the Society.  The twelve Founders are 
together again, and the Society is on its own, to follow their leaders. 

 

(All Candles are Extinguished) 
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   Donkeys  Parliamentarian     Initiate         Sisters  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee         Latin Amer.        ∆ΚΓ 
   Williams      17       Forum             Ceremonies     News
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue         Emergency        Even 
   King       1945     Fund              Nominations     Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby          U.S. 
   Cole        4       Forum                Headquarters     Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby            Golden                  World      ∆ΚΓ 
   Lomax      12       Gift                 Fellowship     Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
  
   Ray          Canadian             Constitution     Odd 
   King       1929           Forum           & By-Laws     Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange  Corresponding 
   High School  Secretary      Initiate         Pioneers  Rose 
       
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English        Presidents 
   Grammar  Parliamentarian    Stimulate         Duty  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell 
   University  President      Unite         Heaven  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Fannie  Treasurer     Advance         Women  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   First Vice      Open 
   Earrings  President     Inform         Leading  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ray           Cornetet                 Odd 
    King    1929       Scholarship         Membership      Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Mamie Sue         Canadian 
    Bastian      1933      Forum      Ceremonies      Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Helen         Emergency            Even 
    Koch      12       Fund    Finance      Years 
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Anna         Latin Amer.            ∆ΚΓ 
    Hiss        17       Forum    Archives      News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla          Golden         
   Odom      1945      Gift        Program      Austin 
       
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   First Vice      Presidents 
   Fannie  President     Honor         Faith  Pin 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
  
   Recording      Tudor 
   Earrings  Secretary     Initiate         Sisters  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange  Second Vice      Open 
   High School  President     Stimulate         Onward  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English             Unity & 
   Grammar  Treasurer     Unite         Liberty  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell 
   University  President     Advance         Pioneers  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
  Ray          Canadian  
  King       1929       Forum          Archives      Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           United          
   Cole      17       Nations     Finance      Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby          Seminar for         Odd 
   Lomax     18       Purposeful   Legislation      Years 
          Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel         European         Even 
   Grizzard     4       Forum     Music       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora          Latin Amer.                Lone 
   Martin     2       Forum    Yearbook      Star 
               News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Houston  President      Unite         Women  Laurel 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Second       Tudor 
   TSTA  President      Advance         Leading  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Recording 
   English  Secretary      Endow         Faith  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Editor/       Presidents 
   Donkeys  Photographer      Inform         Sisters  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   U.T.   Treasurer      Initiate         Duty  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue         Golden        
   Bastian     17       Gift      Necrology     Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Helen           Canadian        ∆ΚΓ 
    Koch     3       Forum  Achievement     Bulletin 
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby          European        Even 
   Cole      1945        Forum     Membership     Years
   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby          Seminar for       World      ∆ΚΓ 
   Lomax     12       Purposeful   Fellowship     News 
          Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna          Cornetet 
   Hiss         4       Scholarship    Finance     Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Second Vice 
   Fannie  President        Honor         Women  ∆ΚΓ 
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
               Unity &  Open 
   English  Parliamentarian       Initiate         Liberty  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange  Corresponding      Presidents 
   High School  Secretary        Stimulate         Leading  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Rose 
   TSTA  Treasurer        Unite         Pioneers  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Recording 
   U.T.   Secretary        Advance         Faith  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora           Latin Amer.            
   Martin      12       Forum  Nominations      Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue           Emergency 
   Bastian      2       Fund  Yearbook      Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue          Cornetet        ∆ΚΓ 
   King       1945      Scholarship  Leadership     News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee         European      
   Williams      1956      Forum  Finance     Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel         United        Odd 
   Grizzard      17       Nations  Research     Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   First Vice 
   Houston  President       Inform         Onward  Lamp 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Recording 
   Fannie  Secretary       Honor         Women  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Second Vice           Unity &  Crimson 
   Blue   President       Initiate         Liberty  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Tudor  
   English  Parliamentarian     Stimulate         Leading  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Rose 
   TSTA  Treasurer      Endow         Pioneers  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee           Latin Amer. Per. Growth 
   Williams     17        Forum  & Services        Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby             European  Professional        ∆ΚΓ 
   Lomax     1870          Forum  Affairs         Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby             United           Lone 
   King       12          Nations  Scholarships        Star
                 News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee            Seminar for Communications 
   Odom      18          Purposeful Technology            Alpha 
             Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora             Educators 
   Martin      1929         Award  Membership        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood  First Vice      Rose 
   Cemetery  President      Advance         Education Guard 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Corresponding 
   Earrings  Secretary      Endow         Justice  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    
   Blue   President      Inform         Onward  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   First Vice 
   Houston  President      Honor         Women  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Second Vice      Tudor 
   Fannie  President      Unite         Leading  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna             Canadian         ∆ΚΓ 
   Hiss      1945          Forum  Program      News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora              Cornetet  
   Martin      1929         Scholarship Achievement      Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen            Emergency        Even 
   Koch       17          Fund  Necrology      Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue             U.S.         ∆ΚΓ 
   King       12          Forum  Headquarters      Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby             United 
   Lomax      1933         Nations  Yearbook      Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange         Presidents 
   High School  Parliamentarian     Stimulate         Leading  Pin 
      
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           
   TSTA  President      Unite         Pioneers  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell  Corresponding 
   University  Secretary      Advance         Education Keypin  
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English        Crimson 
   Grammar  Treasurer      Endow         Duty  & Gold
   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Editor/ 
   Blue   Photographer      Honor         Justice  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue           Emergency          
   King      2        Fund          Necrology      Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee           Cornetet                ∆ΚΓ 
   Williams     12        Scholarship Achievement      News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna           European  World 
   Hiss      1929        Forum  Fellowship      Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           Educators         ∆ΚΓ 
   Lomax     1945        Award         Research      Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           United  Per. Growth 
   Cole      1933        Nations     & Services     Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Donkeys  President      Honor         Leading  Cup 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English First Vice 
   Grammar  President      Inform         Pioneers  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Second Vice      Rose 
   Houston  President      Stimulate         Education Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Corresponding 
   U.T.   Secretary      Endow         Duty  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell  Recording      Open 
   University  Secretary      Advance         Women  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen           United 
   Koch       12        Nations         Achievement       Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla            Seminar for World         ∆ΚΓ 
   Odom      17        Purposeful  Fellowship        News 
            Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           Educators             
   Cole       1933       Award        Membership        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray           Cornetet           ∆ΚΓ 
   King       2        Scholarship        Music         Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue           Emergency         Even 
   Bastian      1945        Fund   Legislation       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell         Open 
   University  Treasurer      Honor         Leading  Book 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Editor/ 
   Fannie  Photographer      Stimulate         Pioneers  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Earrings  Parliamentarian     Endow         Heaven  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Tudor 
   Blue   President      Advance         Sisters  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange  First Vice      Crimson 
   High School  President      Inform         Faith  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue            U.S.  
   King       12        Forum          Program       Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue            Educators          Even 
   Bastian      18        Award         Necrology       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen           Emergency         ∆ΚΓ 
   Koch       2         Fund  Leadership       News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel          United  Communications 
   Grizzard      1933       Nations        Technology       Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora             Golden         Constitution       Odd 
   Martin      17        Gift    & By-Laws       Years 
   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood 
   Cemetery           Parliamentarian      Inform       Duty  ∆ΚΓ 
    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English 
   Grammar           Treasurer      Unite       Women  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            First Vice      Rose 
   Houston           President      Honor       Faith  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            Corresponding       
   Fannie           Secretary      Advance       Onward  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Presidents 
   English           President      Inform       Pioneers  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Cora            European       
   Martin    17        Forum   Ceremonies        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Lalla            U.S.            Even 
   Odom    1929        Forum        Program        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee          United      
   Williams    1945        Nations  Membership        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue          Seminar for Communications 
   Bastian    2        Purposeful  Technology        Austin 
           Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           Latin Amer.          ∆ΚΓ  
   Cole     12        Forum  Headquarters        Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            Second Vice         Unity &  Tudor 
   Donkeys           President      Initiate       Liberty  Roses 
      
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Earrings           Parliamentarian     Unite       Duty  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English          Editor/ 
   Grammar           Photographer      Endow       Women  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            First Vice      Rose  
   U.T.            President      Honor       Faith  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell           Recording      Open 
   University           Secretary      Stimulate       Onward  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           Emergency              ∆ΚΓ 
   Lomax       12        Fund  Finance       News
    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Cora            European  Per. Growth  
   Martin    4        Forum  & Services       Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla           U.S.        Professional       Even 
   Odom    17        Forum  Affairs         Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee          Latin Amer. 
   Williams    1929        Forum  Legislation       Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue          Seminar for        
   Bastian    1945        Purposeful  Archives       Austin 
           Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
    Fannie           President      Advance       Pioneers  Laurel 
        
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            Corresponding 
   TSTA           Secretary      Inform       Faith  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            First Vice      Crimson 
   U.T.            President      Endow       Duty  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood           Recording      Presidents 
   Cemetery           Secretary      Honor       Sisters  Pin 
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Cornell           Second Vice 
    University           President      Stimulate       Heaven  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen           United          Lone  
   Koch     4        Nations  Necrology       Star 
                  News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue            Achievement         Odd  
   Bastian    17        Award  Archives       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray           Golden              ∆ΚΓ 
   King     1945        Gift  Leadership       News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora           U.S.          ∆ΚΓ 
   Martin    2        Forum        Yearbook       Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel          Emergency Professional 
   Grizzard    12        Fund  Affairs        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English          Editor/ 
   Grammar           Photographer      Advance       Education  Laurel 
     
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Donkeys           Treasurer      Stimulate       Heaven  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Crimson 
   TSTA           Parliamentarian      Inform       Justice  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Tudor 
   Earrings           President        Honor       Leading  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            Recording 
    Houston           Secretary      Initiate       Faith  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen           Seminar for   
   Koch      18        Purposeful  Membership       Alpha 
           Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby            United    
   Lomax    17       Nations     Ceremonies       Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora          Latin Amer. 
   Martin    1929       Forum  Program       Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla          Golden           ∆ΚΓ 
   Odom    1945       Gift   Yearbook       News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee          U.S.                ∆ΚΓ 
   Williams    2        Forum       Headquarters       Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English          Second Vice 
   Grammar           President      Honor       Justice  Keypin 
      
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           
    Houston           Treasurer      Stimulate       Sisters  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
              
   Fannie            Parliamentarian     Advance       Education  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange           First Vice 
   High School           President      Inform       Women  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood         Tudor 
   Cemetery           President      Initiate       Onward  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ruby          Achievement World          Even 
   Lomax    2        Award  Fellowship        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna           Golden       
   Hiss     4        Gift  Achievement        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue           United 
   Bastian   17        Nations  Program        Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ruby         Educators   Pers. Growth 
    Cole     12       Award  & Services        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue           Seminar for Communications    Odd 
   King   1929        Purposeful  Technology        Years 

          Living   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Corresponding 
   TSTA          Secretary       Honor        Duty  Keypin 
        
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
              Unity &  Rose 
   Houston          Parliamentarian        Stimulate        Liberty  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice 
   U.T.           President        Advance         Faith  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Earrings          Treasurer       Inform         Heaven  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Presidents 
   Fannie          President        Endow         Justice  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna           U.S.           ∆Κ Γ       
   Hiss     17        Forum  Leadership       Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray            Canadian         World  
   King     1945        Forum  Fellowship       Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue           United          ∆ΚΓ 
   King     4        Nations  Finance       News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee          Emergency 
   Williams    1929        Fund  Yearbook       Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla           Latin Amer. Professional       Even 
   Odom    2        Forum  Affairs        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Open 
   Earrings          Treasurer      Endow         Leading  Book 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Tudor 
   Fannie          President       Honor         Onward  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell 
   University           Parliamentarian      Stimulate         Women  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            Second Vice       
   Donkeys           President      Inform         Duty  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
            Corresponding 
   Blue              Secretary      Advance         Faith  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]    [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla            Seminar for 
   Odom     1945         Purposeful             Necrology        Austin 
           Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray           Emergency   
   King     17        Fund            Archives       Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora           Canadian          ∆ΚΓ 
   Martin    1929        Forum           Ceremonies       Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel         Cornetet           Constitution       Odd 
   Grizzard    2       Scholarship           & By-Laws       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna          Achievement 
   Hiss     4       Award           Finance        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Second Vice 
   Blue           President       Advance         Onward  Keypin 
   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   English          Treasurer      Endow         Pioneers  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood          First Vice           Unity &  Open 
   Cemetery          President       Inform         Liberty  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Editor/        
   U.T.           Photographer      Honor         Duty  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Corresponding 
   Houston          Secretary      Initiate         Heaven  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee           Seminar for          ∆ΚΓ   
   Williams    1945       Purposeful            Headquarters       Bulletin
           Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue           U.S.   
   King     4       Forum          Membership       Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel         Achievement 
   Grizzard    17       Award          Necrology       Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora           Emergency         ∆ΚΓ 
   Martin    1929        Fund          Nominations       News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna          United          
   Hiss     2       Nations          Program        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   TSTA          President       Advance           Justice  Rose 
     
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Donkeys          Treasurer      Stimulate           Faith  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Recording      Tudor 
   English          Secretary       Inform           Education Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange          First Vice      Open 
   High School          President       Initiate           Leading  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Rose 
   Houston           Parliamentarian      Unite           Heaven  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           European          ∆ΚΓ    
   Lomax    4        Forum         Legislation       News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby           United 
   Cole     2        Nations         Music        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel          Canadian          Pers. Growth       Even 
   Grizzard    12        Forum         & Services       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora           Golden            Professional       Odd 
   Martin    1929        Gift         Affairs        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna           U.S.          ∆ΚΓ 
   Hiss     17        Forum         Research        Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   English          Parliamentarian        Honor          Education Lamp 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell          Second Vice      Presidents 
   University          President       Stimulate          Leading  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Earrings          Treasurer        Advance          Sisters  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice      Crimson 
   Blue           President        Inform           Duty   & Gold  
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Editor/        
   Fannie          Photographer      Unite          Faith  Cup 
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna           European                       Even  
   Hiss     2        Forum      Yearbook         Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray              U.S.  
   King     12         Forum               Achievement         Alpha 
    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue            Latin Amer.          ∆ΚΓ 
   King     1929         Forum        Leadership        News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen           Canadian            Communications      ∆ΚΓ 
   Koch     4         Forum            Technology        Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby            Achievement         Odd 
   Lomax    1945         Award           Scholarships       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood          Editor/ 
   Cemetery          Photographer      Initiate         Pioneers  Laurel 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell         Recording      Presidents 
   University         Secretary       Endow         Heaven  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange         Corresponding 
   High School         Secretary       Stimulate         Leading  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English        Second Vice      Tudor 
   Grammar         President       Inform         Sisters  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          First Vice       Crimson 
   Earrings         President       Honor         Education & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel            Emergency  
   Grizzard    17       Fund          Leadership       Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna           Golden           World    
   Hiss     2        Gift           Fellowship       Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray           U.S.          Constitution       ∆ΚΓ 
   King     12        Forum           & By-Laws       News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora           Cornetet          Even 
   Martin    1929        Scholarship Archives      Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue            United          Odd 
   King     4         Nations            Nominations       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest &  
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange          Second Vice      Rose 
   High School          President       Advance        Onward  Guard  
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Recording 
   U.T.            Secretary      Initiate        Pioneers  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   English          Treasurer      Endow        Heaven  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell         Open 
   University           Parliamentarian      Stimulate        Leading     Book 
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   TSTA          President       Inform       Sisters  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby              Achievement Communications      ∆ΚΓ 
   Cole       1945       Award             Technology          Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Mabel            Educators  
    Grizzard      17        Award  Headquarters          Dallas
            
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Anna          European  Pers. Growth          Odd         
    Hiss       2        Forum  & Services          Years
           
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ray           Seminar for              
    King      12        Purposeful  Nominations          Alpha
                    Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Sue           U.S. 
    King      1929       Forum  Yearbook          Austin
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Earrings         President       Endow        Leading  Rose 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Houston          Parliamentarian       Honor        Women  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Corresponding          Unity &  Crimson 
   Fannie          Secretary      Initiate        Liberty  & Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice      Open 
   Blue           President       United        Heaven  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood          Second Vice 
   Cemetery          President       Advance        Onward  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Lalla            U. S.            Even  
    Odom       1929       Forum    Leadership         Years
           
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Mabel           Canadian            ∆ΚΓ 
    Grizzard        1945       Forum     Program         News        
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Sue           Educators 
    King       2        Award      Necrology           Dallas
      
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ruby          Golden            ∆ΚΓ 
    Lomax       4        Gift      Music         Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Anna          Cornetet            Odd 
    Hiss        12            Scholarship     Membership        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
          Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Corresponding 
   Fannie          Secretary      Initiate       Faith  Laurel 
      
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   English          Treasurer      Stimulate        Education  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange          First Vice      Crimson 
   High School          President       Inform      Onward  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Open 
   Houston          President       Unite        Duty  Book 
  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood          Recording       
   Cemetery          Secretary      Honor      Justice  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Mamie Sue         United           Odd 
    Bastian      1929     Nations  Headquarters       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ruby        Achievement     
    Cole       1956     Award  Program       Alpha
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Mabel        Latin Amer.  World        ∆ΚΓ 
    Grizzard      1945     Forum  Fellowship       News
        
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Anna        Seminar for  Professional       ∆ΚΓ 
    Hiss       17       Purposeful  Affairs        Bulletin 
         Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ray        Educators   
    King      1933    Award  Legislative       Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Crimson 
   U.T.           Parliamentarian       Honor        Faith  & Gold
    
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   TSTA          Treasurer      Advance         Justice  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Recording      Rose 
   Donkeys          Secretary      Initiate        Education  Guard       
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Second Vice      Tudor 
   Earrings          President       Endow      Women  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English        Presidents 
   Grammar            President       Stimulate      Pioneers  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Helen           U.S.  Constitution       ∆ΚΓ 
    Koch      4       Forum  & By-Laws       Bulletin
   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Sue           European     
    King      1946      Forum  Nominations       Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Ruby         Educators 
    Lomax      17       Award  Scholarship       Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Cora          Golden          Even 
    Martin      1870      Gift   Leadership       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Mamie Sue         Latin Amer.         Odd 
    Bastian      12       Forum  Necrology       Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell           
   University          President       Advance        Onward  Cup 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    
   Houston          Parliamentarian      Honor        Sisters  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Recording      Open 
   Earrings          Secretary      Endow        Leading  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange          Editor/       Presidents 
   High School          Photographer      Stimulate        Heaven  Pin  
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Second Vice        Unity &  Tudor 
   TSTA          President       Inform      Liberty  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee         Achievement          Lone   
   Williams      1870     Award  Nominations        Star 
                 News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla         Educators   
   Odom      12      Award  Finance        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray         U.S.            Even 
   King       1933     Forum  Ceremonies        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen        Seminar for 
   Koch       1929     Purposeful  Yearbook        Austin 
         Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         Golden           ∆ΚΓ 
   Cole       1956     Gift   Program        News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice 
   Fannie          President      Stimulate         Sisters  Rose 
     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   U.T.           President      United         Duty  Laurel 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Corresponding      Tudor 
    English          Secretary     Honor              Justice  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Blue           Treasurer     Endow           Women  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Editor/       Presidents 
   Donkeys          Photographer     Advance        Faith  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla         Golden    Achievement        Odd 
   Odom      2      Gift   Awards        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora          Achievement  Professional        Lone  
   Martin      1946     Award  Affairs         Star 
                 News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna         Latin Amer.  Pers. Growth        Even 
   Hiss       4      Forum  & Services        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel        Cornetet  Communications 
   Grizzard      1945     Scholarship  Technology        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         United  World         ∆ΚΓ 
   Lomax      17      Nations  Fellowship        Bulletin
   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English         Editor/           Unity & 
   Grammar          Photographer     Unite        Liberty  ∆ΚΓ 
         
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell           Second Vice      Rose 
   University          President      Inform        Women  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice      Crimson 
   Blue           President      Stimulate        Pioneers  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Fannie          Treasurer     Honor        Heaven  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood          Recording 
   Cemetery          Secretary     Advance        Onward  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray          United   
   King       12      Nations  Yearbook        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel        European           ∆ΚΓ    
   Grizzard      1945     Forum  Music          Bulletin
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue        Achievement          Lone 
   Bastian      1929     Award  Program        Star 
                 News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         Canadian           ∆ΚΓ 
   Lomax      1946     Forum  Headquarters        News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen        Emergency  
   Koch       2      Fund  Necrology        Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Recording 
   Earrings          Secretary      Endow         Pioneers  Keypin 
          
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Editor/ 
   Blue           Photographer      Honor         Justice  Laurel  
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Corresponding      Presidents 
   Houston          Secretary      Stimulate         Onward  Pin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   TSTA          Parliamentarian      Unite         Education Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   English          President       Inform         Heaven  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna         Emergency            Even 
   Hiss       4      Fund  Finance        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         U.S.   
   Cole       1956     Forum  Headquarters        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora         United           Odd 
   Martin      17      Nations  Music         Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue         Achievement World         Lone 
   King       1933     Award  Fellowship        Star
                 News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee        Canadian           ∆ΚΓ 
   Williams      1870     Forum  Yearbook        News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
            Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English         First Vice      Open 
   Grammar          President       Endow         Women  Book 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange         Rose 
   High School          President       Advance         Faith  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood          Editor/       Crimson 
   Cemetery          Photographer      Initiate         Sisters  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell           Second Vice           Unity &   
   University          President       Unite         Liberty  Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Tudor 
   Blue           Treasurer      Honor         Duty  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel        Educators           ∆ΚΓ    
   Grizzard      1933     Award   Legislation        News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla         European   
   Odom      1929     Forum  Membership        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         Achievement 
   Cole       18      Award  Ceremonies        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         Cornetet 
   Lomax      1870     Scholarship  Scholarships        Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue         Achievement          Lone 
   King       12      Award  Music         Star 
                 News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Editor/ 
   TSTA          Photographer      Stimulate         Justice  Laurel 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Fannie          Treasurer      Advance         Heaven  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Second Vice      Rose 
   U.T.           President       Unite         Education Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood           Recording      Crimson 
   Cemetery          Secretary      Inform         Leading  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English 
   Grammar          Parliamentarian      Honor         Onward  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         U.S.   Professional  
   Cole       1956     Forum  Affairs         Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee         Canadian  Constitution         ∆ΚΓ  
   Williams      2      Forum  & By-Laws        Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen        Emergency  Achievement        Lone 
   Koch       4      Fund  Awards        Star
                 News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray         Golden 
   King       1946     Gift   Research        Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna         United           Even 
   Hiss       1945     Nations  Nominations        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Corresponding           Unity &  Presidents 
   Blue           Secretary      Honor         Liberty  Pin 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice 
   English          President       Endow         Duty  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Recording 
   Donkeys          Secretary      Initiate         Sisters  Cup 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cornell          Second Vice 
   University          President       Inform         Justice  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange          Editor/ 
   High School          Photographer      Stimulate         Faith  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue         Latin Amer.  Pers Growth        Even  
   Bastian      1946     Forum  & Services        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla         European  Communications   
   Odom      17      Forum  Technology        Alpha
   
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora         Emergency 
   Martin      1870     Fund  Archives        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray         Golden           ∆ΚΓ 
   King       12      Gift   Program        Bulletin 
  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         Seminar for           Odd 
   Lomax      1933     Purposeful  Leadership        Years 
         Living 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Fannie          Treasurer      Unite         Women  Rose 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Presidents 
    U.T.           President       Endow         Education Pin  
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood 
   Cemetery          Parliamentarian      Honor         Duty  ∆ΚΓ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Adv. English         Editor/       Tudor 
   Grammar          Photographer      Initiate         Heaven  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice      Rose 
   TSTA          President       Advance         Leading  Guard 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora         Achievement    
   Martin      1929     Award  Leadership        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue         Emergency            ∆ΚΓ  
   King       2      Fund  Scholarships        Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Anna         United  Communications 
   Hiss       1956     Nations  Technology        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray         European  Achievement        ∆ΚΓ 
   King       17      Forum  Awards        News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mabel        U.S.   World 
   Grizzard      1870     Forum  Fellowship        Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Second Vice 
   Donkeys          President       Inform         Duty  Laurel 
         
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Houston          Parliamentarian       Initiate         Education Rose 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           Editor/ 
   Earrings          Photographer      Advance         Faith  Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Open 
   Blue           Treasurer      Unite         Heaven  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange          First Vice 
   High School          President       Honor         Justice  Keypin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International  ]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         Golden  Professional        Even  
   Lomax      17      Gift   Affairs         Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Cora         Seminar for           Lone    
   Martin      4      Purposeful  Research        Star 
         Living           News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Mamie Sue        United 
   Bastian      1929     Nations  Legislation        Dallas 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ray         Canadian 
   King       1956     Forum  Program        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         Latin Amer.           ∆ΚΓ 
   Cole       1946     Forum  Yearbook        News 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
           Crest & 
[  Dr. Blanton   ]      [   Officers   ]      [   Purposes  ]      [  The Song  ]        [ Symbols  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   LaGrange 
   High School          President       Inform         Onward  Cup 
       
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Open 
   Blue           Parliamentarian      Stimulate         Women  Book 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Oakwood          Corresponding           Unity &   Crimson 
   Cemetery          Secretary      Endow         Liberty  & Gold 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
           First Vice      Tudor 
   U.T.           President       Initiate         Sisters  Roses 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Houston          Treasurer      Advance         Education Lamp 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

∆ Κ Γ  Bingo 
 
[  The Founders ]      [   Numbers   ]     [  International]     [  Committees  ]     [  Misc.  ] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Sue          United            Odd  
   King       17      Nations  Finance        Years 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lela Lee         Emergency            ∆ΚΓ  
   Williams      18      Fund  Headquarters        Bulletin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Ruby         U.S. 
   Cole       1945     Forum  Nominations        Austin 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Lalla         Seminar for           Lone 
   Odom      1870     Purposeful  Ceremonies        Star 
         Living           News 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Helen        Achievement 
   Koch       1929     Award  Archives        Alpha 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 



∆ΚΓ Bingo Clues 
 
Annie Webb Blanton 
 
*birthplace of Annie Webb Blanton 
 Houston 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton’s twin sister 
 Fannie 
 
*Subject taught by Annie Webb Blanton 
 English 
 
*School from which Annie Webb Blanton 
graduated 
 LaGrange High School 
 
*the school from which Annie Webb 
Blanton graduated from college 
 U.T. 
 
*The school where Annie Webb Blanton 
received her Doctor of Philosophy 
 Cornell University 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton served as the first 
woman president of this organization 
 TSTA 
 
*By wearing these, they expressed the 
frivolous side of Annie Webb Blanton 
 Earrings 
 
*In her spare time, she could be found 
shopping for these miniature items t be 
added to her collection 
 Donkey’s 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton’s favorite color 
 Blue 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton’s final resting place 
 Oakwood Cemetery 
 
*This is the text book written by Annie 
Webb Blanton 
 Advanced English Grammar 

 
 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This officer directs the activities and 
represents the chapter and state at all public 
meetings 
 President 
 
*This officer serves as the chairmen of the 
Program Committee 
 First Vice President 
 
*This officer serves as chairman of the 
membership committee 
 Second Vice President 
 
*This officer keeps the minutes of each 
meeting and records the attendance of all 
members 
 Recording Secretary 
 
*This officer write letters for the chapter, 
sends cards, and receives all incoming 
letters. 
 Corresponding Secretary 
 
*This officer keeps an accurate account of 
receipts and expenditures and collects all 
dues and fees 
 Treasurer 
 
*This officer acts as an advisor to the 
officers and makes sure meetings are run 
according to procedure 
 Parliamentarian 
 
*This state officer takes pictures and is the 
author of the Lone Star News 
 Editor/Photographer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Purposes 
 
*To___ women educators of the world in a 
genuine spiritual fellowship 
 Unite 
 
*To ____ women who have given or who 
evidence a potential for distinctive service in 
any field of education 
 Honor 
 
*To ____ the professional interest and 
position of women in education 
 Advance 
 
*To ____, endorse, and support desirable 
legislation or to other suitable endeavors in 
the interest of education and of women 
educators 
 Initiate 
 
*To ____ scholarships to aid outstanding 
women educators in pursuing graduate study 
and to grant fellowships to women educators 
from other countries 
 Endow 
 
*To ____ the personal and professional 
growth of members and to encourage their 
participation in appropriate programs of 
action 
 Stimulate 
 
*To ____ the members of current economic, 
social, political, and educational issues to 
that they may participate effectively in a 
world society 
 Inform 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Song 
 
*____ teachers to the calling 
 Women 
 
*With this ____ in one another 
 Faith 
 
*____ ‘tis our sisters need us 
 Onward 
 
*To us ____ have given 
 Pioneers 
 
*We return their gifts to ____ 
 Heaven 
 
*Aid and guidance from those ____ 
 Leading 
 
*For our ____ watch e’er keeping 
 Sisters 
 
*____ shall be our watchwords ever 
 Unity and Liberty 
 
*____ ne’er upon us palling 
 Duty 
 
*____ e’er we’ll further 
 Education 
 
*Wrongs in truth and ____ heed us 
 Justice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Crest & Symbols 
 
*The official insignia of the Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society International 
 Keypin 
 
*Springs of this leaf can be found on each 
side of the crest 
 Laurel 
 
*The official flower of the Society 
 Rose 
 
*This can be found at the top of the crest 
 Cup 
 
*This is given to the Chapter Achievement 
Award winner 
 Rose Guard 
 
*Three of these can be found diagonal on 
the crest 
 Tudor roses 
 
*The Greek Symbols for Delta Kappa 
Gamma 
 ∆ΚΓ 
 
*This can be found on the bottom right hand 
side of the crest 
 Open Book 
 
*A horizontal pin that contains the name of 
the office, the Greek letters, and a sprig of 
laurel 
 Presidents Pin 
 
*The colors of the Society 
 Crimson and Gold 
 
*This can be located in the upper left hand 
side of the crest 
 Lamp 
 
 
 
 
 

Numbers 
 
*The number of founders 
 12 
 
*The number of areas 
 18 
 
*The year in which The Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society International was organized 
 1929 
 
*The number of years Annie Webb Blanton 
was Superintendent of public Instruction 
 4 
 
*The year in which Annie Webb Blanton 
died 
 1945 
 
*The hear in which Annie Webb Blanton 
was born 
 1870 
 
*The number of years in a biennium 
 2 
 
*The number of years Annie Webb Blanton 
taught school 
 17 
 
*The year in which the International 
Headquarters Building was dedicated 
 1956 
 
*The year the first International Educators 
Award was given 
 1946 
 
*The year the first International 
Achievement Award was given 
 1933 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Founders 
*This founder was a classmate of Annie 
Webb Blanton’s in the Houston schools.  At 
one time or another she taught all subjects, 
but her favorite was arithmetic.  She helped 
establish Gamma chapter in Houston and 
was its first president.  The birthday 
luncheon was her idea. 
 Mamie Sue Bastian 
 
*While at the University of Texas, this 
founder helped develop and promote the 
physical educations program.  She was most 
proud of the erection of the gymnasium for 
women.  She was a fascinating 
conversationalist who loved poetry and 
music. 
 Anna Hiss 
 
*This founder worked in the Ellis County 
and Waxahachie schools for many years as 
an elementary school teacher and as a 
principal.  She also taught an adult women’s 
class at her local church.  She helped 
establish Alpha Alpha chapter in Ellis 
County. 
 Mabel Grizzard 
 
*This founder loved to entertain guests, was 
a collector of Texas histories, and enjoyed 
reading and playing bridge.  Before her 
untimely passing, she had founded Beta 
Chapter in San Antonio. 
 Ruby Cole 
 
*This founder spent 45 years teaching in the 
Dallas school system.  She was the second 
woman president of the Texas State 
Teachers Association.  She helped establish 
Epsilon Chapter. 
 Lela Lee Williams 
 
*This founder was the first state and 
national treasurer.  She graduated from Pilot 
point High School and North Texas State 
Normal School with an almost straight A 
average.  She taught in  Fort Worth for many 
years and helped establish Delta Chapter. 
 Ray King 

*This founder graduated from the university 
of Texas in 1908 with the highest average 
achieved buy any person at that time.  She 
taught Latin and classical languages for 
many years.  She served as the first 
international parliamentarian. 
 Ruby Lomax 
 
*This founder had an interest in music and 
mathematics; she was the first married 
woman to receive a regular teaching contract 
in the Allen School District; she was named 
the head of the Mathematics Department ar 
Allen Junior High School and established 
the second chapter in the Austin area, 
Epsilon Kappa. 
 Lalla Odom 
 
*This founder wrote a series of five Real 
Life Readers based on the premise that 
content should be meaningful to children.   
She sang beautifully, read poetry, and was 
very articulate.  She is most noted for 
helping to write ‘The Song’. 
 Cora Martin 
 
*This founder and Chicago native was an 
early rise and spend many years practicing 
and developing a skillful technique and an 
appreciation of fine music.  Before college 
graduation she developed a love for 
psychology that eventually took her to the 
University of Texas, 
 Helen Koch 
 
*This founder taught Latin in the high 
schools of Denton and Mineral Wells before 
moving to Fort Worth to teach high school 
history.  She loved bridge and tennis along 
with needle point, reading and the 
preparation of exotic foods. 
 Sue King 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



International 
  
*Assists individuals in their participation in 
professional development opportunities 
through a series of grants 
 Cornetet Scholarship 
 
*Assists members who sustain major losses 
from floods, tornadoes and other 
catastrophic disasters 
 Emergency Fund 
 
*A two week leadership/.management 
seminar held in Austin for women who 
show evidence to become leaders in 
education, their communities and in the 
society. 
 Golden Gift 
 
*This committee honor appropriate books 
and their authors for educational 
accomplishments 
 Educators Award 
 
*This is held p[prior to the international 
convention and focuses on personal life and 
educational issues featuring well known 
local speakers 
 Seminar for Purposeful Living 
 
*This committee oversees the Afghanistan 
project- UNICEF and promotes human 
rights around the world 
 United Nations 
 
*Dr. Annie Webb Blanton was the first to 
receive this award for her work involved in 
establishing The Delta Kappa Gamma 
Society. 
 Achievement Award 
 
*Current issues of this group are paycheck 
fairness Act HR1338, Sexual Violence in 
the Military, Heart for Women Act, Binding 
Mandatory Arbitration and the Elmer Glue 
Recycling Project. 
 U.S. Forum 
 

* This group gathers together important 
information from the chapters in the 
providences and composes the Provincial 
reports. 
 Canadian Forum 
 
*Member in this group share ideas and 
experiences and discuss matters related to 
women, education, ethics, health, peace, 
legislation, and strategies to gain members 
in this mostly Spanish speaking area. 
 Latin American Forum 
 
*This group is made up of seven countries 
with seven different languages, cultures, 
school systems, and histories.  This group 
does not have any influence on school laws. 
 European Forum  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Committees 
*This committee is in charge of preserving 
your Chapter’s history. 
 Archives 
 
*This committee has the task of presenting 
beautiful and dignified programs and 
conducting the chapter initiation. 
 Ceremonies 
 
*This committee is in charge of the 
governing documents of the chapter 
 Constitution and By-Laws 
 
*This committee assists the treasurer with 
collection of dues and management of 
chapter money. 
 Finance 
 
*This committee helps the chapter initiate 
and retain members. 
 Membership 
 
*This committee is in charge of maintaining 
accurate records and expressing sympathy 
when a sister passes away. 
 Necrology 
 
*This committee helps identify members 
who wish to become our leaders during the 
next biennium 
 Nominations 
 
*This committee helps members stay 
informed concerning issues that impact us as 
educators 
 Legislation 
 
*This committee can enhance chapter 
programs by choosing appropriate songs 
 Music 
 
*This committee has the opportunity to help 
your chapter members grow through 
informative and interesting meetings 
 Personal Growth and Services 
 
 

*This committee seeks to find members who 
are willing to conduct workshops. 
 Professional Affairs 
 
*This committee looks up information key 
to good chapter meetings and encourages 
chapters to maintain a written record of their 
history. 
 Research 
 
*This committee prepares the chapter book 
that contains meeting dates and other 
important information for members 
 Yearbook 
 
*This committee recognizes hard working 
individuals in the chapter. 
 Achievement  
 
*This committee is in charge of seeing that 
the members are kept informed with 
newsletters. 
 Communications 
 
*This committee encourages members to 
use the International, state, and chapter 
websites. 
 Communications/Technology 
 
*This committee is designed to train women 
to be more successful and become more 
effective leaders in their chapters, schools, 
and communities. 
 Leadership 
 
*This committee awards money to 
individuals who wish to grow personally and 
professionally. 
 Scholarship 
 
*This committee helps women through out 
the world complete their education. 
 World Fellowship 
 
 
 
 
   
  



  
Misc. 
*Name of the International periodical that 
provides members with timely information 
on issues of concern 
 ∆ΚΓ News 
 
*The first state organized 
 Alpha 
 
*Printed four times a year, this international 
magazine contains viewpoints on current 
educational and/or legislative issues 
 ∆ΚΓ Bulletin 
 
*When the regional conferences are held 
and when state officers are installed 
 Odd numbered years 
 
*Locator of the Texas State Headquarters 
Building 
 Dallas 
 
*Years in which the International 
convention meets and when chapter officers 
are installed 
 Even numbered years 
 
*Location of the International Headquarters 
Building 
 Austin 
 
*The Texas publication that keeps members 
informed 
 Lone Star News 
 
 
 
 



∆ΚΓ Bingo Clues 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*Birthplace of Annie Webb Blanton 
 Houston 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton’s twin sister 
 Fannie 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*Subject taught by Annie Webb Blanton 
 English 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*School from which Annie Webb 
Blanton graduated 
 LaGrange High School 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*the school from which Annie Webb 
Blanton graduated from college 
 U.T. 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*The school where Annie Webb Blanton 
received her Doctor of Philosophy 
 Cornell University 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton served as the first 
woman president of this organization 
 TSTA 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Blanton 
 
*By wearing these, they expressed the 
frivolous side of Annie Webb Blanton 
 Earrings 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*In her spare time, she could be found 
shopping for these miniature items t be 
added to her collection 
 Donkey’s 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton’s favorite color 
 Blue 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*Annie Webb Blanton’s final resting 
place 
 Oakwood Cemetery 
 
Dr. Blanton 
 
*This is the textbook written by Annie 
Webb Blanton 
 Advanced English Grammar 
 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This officer directs the activities and 
represents the chapter and state at all 
public meetings 
 President 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This officer serves as the chairmen of 
the Program Committee 
 First Vice President 
 
 
 



Organization Officers 
 
*This officer serves as chairman of the 
membership committee 
 Second Vice President 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This officer keeps the minutes of each 
meeting and records the attendance of all 
members 
 Recording Secretary 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This officer write letters for the 
chapter, sends cards, and receives all 
incoming letters. 
 Corresponding Secretary 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This officer keeps an accurate account 
of receipts and expenditures and collects 
all dues and fees 
 Treasurer 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This officer acts as an advisor to the 
officers and makes sure meetings are run 
according to procedure 
 Parliamentarian 
 
Organization Officers 
 
*This state officer takes pictures and is 
the author of the Lone Star News 
 Editor/Photographer 
 
Purposes 
 
*To___ women educators of the world 
in a genuine spiritual fellowship 
 Unite 
 

Purposes 
 
*To ____ women who have given or 
who evidence a potential for distinctive 
service in any field of education 
 Honor 
 
Purposes 
 
*To ____ the professional interest and 
position of women in education 
 Advance 
 
Purposes 
 
*To ____, endorse, and support 
desirable legislation or to other suitable 
endeavors in the interest of education 
and of women educators 
 Initiate 
 
Purposes 
 
*To ____ scholarships to aid outstanding 
women educators in pursuing graduate 
study and to grant fellowships to women 
educators from other countries 
 Endow 
 
Purposes 
 
*To ____ the personal and professional 
growth of members and to encourage 
their participation in appropriate 
programs of action 
 Stimulate 
 
Purposes 
 
*To ____ the members of current 
economic, social, political, and 
educational issues to that they may 
participate effectively in a world society 
 Inform 
 
 



The Song 
 
*____ teachers to the calling 
 Women 
 
The Song 
 
*With this ____ in one another 
 Faith 
 
 
The Song 
 
*____ ‘tis our sisters need us 
 Onward 
 
The Song 
 
*To us ____ have given 
 Pioneers 
 
The Song 
 
*We return their gifts to ____ 
 Heaven 
 
The Song 
 
*Aid and guidance from those ____ 
 Leading 
 
The Song 
 
*For our ____ watch e’er keeping 
 Sisters 
 
The Song 
 
*____ shall be our watchwords ever 
 Unity and Liberty 
 
The Song 
 
*____ ne’er upon us palling 
 Duty 
 

The Song 
 
*____ e’er we’ll further 
 Education 
 
The Song 
 
*Wrongs in truth and ____ heed us 
 Justice 
 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*The official insignia of the Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society International 
 Keypin 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*Springs of this leaf can be found on 
each side of the crest 
 Laurel 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*The official flower of the Society 
 Rose 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*This can be found at the top of the crest 
 Cup 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*This is given to the Chapter 
Achievement Award winner 
 Rose Guard 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*Three of these can be found diagonal 
on the crest 
 Tudor roses 
 
 



Crest & Symbols 
 
*The Greek Symbols for Delta Kappa 
Gamma 
 ∆ΚΓ 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*This can be found on the bottom right-
hand side of the crest 
 Open Book 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*A horizontal pin that contains the name 
of the office, the Greek letters, and a 
sprig of laurel 
 Presidents Pin 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*The colors of the Society 
 Crimson and Gold 
 
Crest & Symbols 
 
*This can be located in the upper 
 left-hand side of the crest 
 Lamp 
 
Numbers 
 
*The number of founders 
 12 
 
Numbers 
 
*The number of areas 
 18 
 
Numbers 
 
*The year in which The Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society International was 
organized 
 1929 

Numbers 
 
*The number of years Annie Webb 
Blanton was Superintendent of public 
Instruction 
 4 
 
Numbers 
 
*The year in which Annie Webb Blanton 
died 
 1945 
 
Numbers 
 
*The hear in which Annie Webb Blanton 
was born 
 1870 
 
Numbers 
 
*The number of years in a biennium 
 2 
 
Numbers 
 
*The number of years Annie Webb 
Blanton taught school 
 17 
 
Numbers 
 
*The year in which the International 
Headquarters Building was dedicated 
 1956 
 
Numbers 
 
*The year the first International 
Educators Award was given 
 1946 
 
 
 
 
 



Numbers 
 
*The year the first International 
Achievement Award was given 
 1933 
 
Founders 
*This founder was a classmate of Annie 
Webb Blanton’s in the Houston schools.  
At one time or another she taught all 
subjects, but her favorite was arithmetic.  
She helped establish Gamma chapter in 
Houston and was its first president.  The 
birthday luncheon was her idea. 
 Mamie Sue Bastian 
 
Founders 
 
*While at the University of Texas, this 
founder helped develop and promote the 
physical educations program.  She was 
most proud of the erection of the 
gymnasium for women.  She was a 
fascinating conversationalist who loved 
poetry and music. 
 Anna Hiss 
 
Founders 
 
*This founder worked in the Ellis 
County and Waxahachie schools for 
many years as an elementary school 
teacher and as a principal.  She also 
taught an adult women’s class at her 
local church.  She helped establish 
Alpha Alpha chapter in Ellis County. 
 Mabel Grizzard 
 
Founders 
 
*This founder loved to entertain guests, 
was a collector of Texas histories, and 
enjoyed reading and playing bridge.  
Before her untimely passing, she had 
founded Beta Chapter in San Antonio. 
 Ruby Cole 

 
Founders 
 
*This founder spent 45 years teaching in 
the Dallas school system.  She was the 
second woman president of the Texas 
State Teachers Association.  She helped 
establish Epsilon Chapter. 
 Lela Lee Williams 
 
Founders 
 
*This founder was the first state and 
national treasurer.  She graduated from 
Pilot point High School and North Texas 
State Normal School with an almost 
straight A average.  She taught in  Fort 
Worth for many years and helped 
establish Delta Chapter. 
 Ray King 
 
Founders 
 
*This founder graduated from the 
university of Texas in 1908 with the 
highest average achieved buy any person 
at that time.  She taught Latin and 
classical languages for many years.  She 
served as the first international 
parliamentarian. 
 Ruby Lomax 
 
Founders 
 
*This founder had an interest in music 
and mathematics; she was the first 
married woman to receive a regular 
teaching contract in the Allen School 
District; she was named the head of the 
Mathematics Department ar Allen Junior 
High School and established the second 
chapter in the Austin area, Epsilon 
Kappa. 
 Lalla Odom 
 
 



Founders 
 
*This founder wrote a series of five Real 
Life Readers based on the premise that 
content should be meaningful to 
children.   
She sang beautifully, read poetry, and 
was very articulate.  She is most noted 
for helping to write ‘The Song’. 
 Cora Martin 
 
Founders 
 
*This founder and Chicago native was 
an early rise and spend many years 
practicing and developing a skillful 
technique and an appreciation of fine 
music.  Before college graduation she 
developed a love for psychology that 
eventually took her to the University of 
Texas, 
 Helen Koch 
 
Founders 
 
*This founder taught Latin in the high 
schools of Denton and Mineral Wells 
before moving to Fort Worth to teach 
high school history.  She loved bridge 
and tennis along with needle point, 
reading and the preparation of exotic 
foods. 
 Sue King 
 
International 
  
*Assists individuals in their participation 
in professional development 
opportunities through a series of grants 
 Cornett Scholarship 
International 
 
*Assists members who sustain major 
losses from floods, tornadoes, and other 
catastrophic disasters 
 Emergency Fund 

International 
 
*A two-week leadership/.management 
seminar held in Austin for women who 
show evidence to become leaders in 
education, their communities and in the 
society. 
 DKG Ignite 
 
International 
 
*This committee honor appropriate 
books and their authors for educational 
accomplishments 
 Educators Award 
 
International 
 
*This is held p[prior to the international 
convention and focuses on personal life 
and educational issues featuring well 
known local speakers 
 Seminar for Purposeful Living 
 
 
International 
 
*This committee oversees the 
Afghanistan project- UNICEF and 
promotes human rights around the world 
 United Nations 
 
International 
 
*Dr. Annie Webb Blanton was the first 
to receive this award for her work 
involved in establishing The Delta 
Kappa Gamma Society. 
 Achievement Award 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



International 
 
*Current issues of this group are 
paycheck fairness Act HR1338, Sexual 
Violence in the Military, Heart for 
Women Act, Binding Mandatory 
Arbitration, and the Elmer Glue 
Recycling Project. 
 U.S. Forum 
 
International 
 
* This group gathers important 
information from the chapters in the 
providences and composes the 
Provincial reports. 
 Canadian Forum 
 
International 
 
*Member in this group share ideas and 
experiences and discuss matters related 
to women, education, ethics, health, 
peace, legislation, and strategies to gain 
members in this mostly Spanish 
speaking area. 
 Latin American Forum 
 
International 
 
*This group is made up of seven 
countries with seven different languages, 
cultures, school systems, and histories.  
This group does not have any influence 
on school laws. 
 European Forum  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Committees 
*This committee is in charge of 
preserving your Chapter’s history. 
 Archives 
 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee has the task of 
presenting beautiful and dignified 
programs and conducting the chapter 
initiation. 
 Ceremonies 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee oversees the governing 
documents of the chapter 
  By-Laws and Rules 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee assists the treasurer 
with collection of dues and management 
of chapter money. 
 Finance 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee helps the chapter 
initiate and retain members. 
 Membership 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee oversees maintaining 
accurate records and expressing 
sympathy when a sister passes away. 
 Necrology 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee helps identify members 
who wish to become our leaders during 
the next biennium 
 Nomination 



 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee helps members stay 
informed concerning issues that impact 
us as educators 
 Legislation 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee can enhance chapter 
programs by choosing appropriate songs 
 Music 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee can help your chapter 
members grow through informative and 
interesting meetings 
 Programs and Services Projects 
 
Committees 
 
 
*This committee seeks to find members 
who are willing to conduct workshops. 
 Personal & Professional  
  Enrichment 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee looks up information 
key to good chapter meetings and 
encourages chapters to maintain a 
written record of their history. 
 Research 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee prepares the chapter 
book that contains meeting dates and 
other important information for members 
 Yearbook 
  
 

 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee recognizes hard 
working individuals in the chapter. 
 Achievement  
 
Committees 
 
*This committee is in charge of seeing 
that the members are kept informed with 
newsletters. 
 Communications 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee encourages members to 
use the International, state, and chapter 
websites. 
 Communications/Technology 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee is designed to train 
women to be more successful and 
become more effective leaders in their 
chapters, schools, and communities. 
 Leadership  Seminar 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee awards money to 
individuals who wish to grow personally 
and professionally. 
 Scholarship 
 
Committees 
 
*This committee helps women through 
out the world complete their education. 
 World Fellowship 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Misc. 
*Name of the International periodical 
that provides members with timely 
information on issues of concern 
 ∆ΚΓ News 
 
Misc. 
 
*The first state organized 
 Alpha 
 
Misc. 
 
*Printed four times a year, this 
international magazine contains 
viewpoints on current educational and/or 
legislative issues 
 ∆ΚΓ Bulletin 
 
Misc. 
 
*When the regional conferences are held 
and when state officers are installed 
 Odd numbered years 
 
Misc. 
 
*Location of the Texas State 
Headquarters Building 
 Dallas 
 
Misc. 
 
*Years in which the International 
convention meets and when chapter 
officers are installed 
 Even numbered years 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Misc. 
 
*Location of the International 
Headquarters Building 
 Austin 
 
 
 
Misc. 
 
*The Texas publication that keeps 
members informed 
 Lone Star News 
 



∆ΚΓ Bingo Review Sheet 
 
Dr.Blanton 
 Annie Webb Blanton and her twin sister Fannie were born in Houston in 1870.   Fannie 
died during childhood.  Ms. Blanton graduated from LaGrange High School.  While attending 
the University of Texas, she studied English and after graduation taught English for 17 years.  
Ms. Blanton’s education did not stop there.  She attended Cornell University and received her 
Doctor of Philosophy.  Dr. Blanton was the first woman president of the Texas State Teachers 
Association and served as president for 4 years.  She also wrote an English Textbook entitled, 
Advanced English Grammar.   
 In 1929 she along with 12 ladies organized a society for women educators, The Delta 
Kappa Gamma Society.  The headquarters for this organization is located in Austin.  In 1933 
Annie Webb Blanton received the first national Achievement Award. 
 Her favorite color was blue; she loved to wear earrings to show off her frivolous side, and 
when she went shopping, she often purchased a miniature donkey to add to her collection. 
 Annie Webb Blanton died in 1945 and is buried at Oakwood Cemetery in Austin. 
 
Mamie Sue Bastian 
This founder was a classmate of Annie Webb Blanton’s in the Houston schools.  At one time or 
another she taught all subjects, but her favorite was arithmetic.  She helped establish Gamma 
chapter in Houston and was its first president.  The birthday luncheon was her idea. 
  
Anna Hiss 
While at the University of Texas, this founder helped develop and promote the physical 
educations program.  She was most proud of the erection of the gymnasium for women.  She was 
a fascinating conversationalist who loved poetry and music. 
  
Mabel Grizzard 
This founder worked in the Ellis County and Waxahachie schools for many years as an 
elementary school teacher and as a principal.  She also taught an adult women’s class at her local 
church.  She helped establish Alpha Alpha chapter in Ellis County. 
  
Ruby Cole 
This founder loved to entertain guests, was a collector of Texas histories, and enjoyed reading 
and playing bridge.  Before her untimely passing, she had founded Beta Chapter in San Antonio. 
  
Lela Lee Williams 
This founder spent 45 years teaching in the Dallas school system.  She was the second woman 
president of the Texas State Teachers Association.  She helped establish Epsilon Chapter. 
  
Ray King 
This founder was the first state and national treasurer.  She graduated from Pilot point High 
School and North Texas State Normal School with an almost straight A average.  She taught in 
Fort Worth for many years and helped establish Delta Chapter. 
 
  
 



Ruby Lomax  
This founder graduated from the university of Texas in 1908 with the highest average achieved 
buy any person at that time.  She taught Latin and classical languages for many years.  She 
served as the first international parliamentarian. 
  
Lalla Odom 
This founder had an interest in music and mathematics; she was the first married woman to 
receive a regular teaching contract in the Allen School District; she was named the head of the 
Mathematics Department ar Allen Junior High School and established the second chapter in the 
Austin area, Epsilon Kappa. 
  
Cora Martin 
This founder wrote a series of five Real Life Readers based on the premise that content should be 
meaningful to children.   
She sang beautifully, read poetry, and was very articulate.  She is most noted for helping to write 
‘The Song’. 
  
Helen Koch 
This founder and Chicago native was an early rise and spend many years practicing and 
developing a skillful technique and an appreciation of fine music.  Before college graduation she 
developed a love for psychology that eventually took her to the University of Texas, 
  
Sue King 
This founder taught Latin in the high schools of Denton and Mineral Wells before moving to 
Fort Worth to teach high school history.  She loved bridge and tennis along with needle point, 
reading and the preparation of exotic foods. 
  
 
Purposes 
 
To unite women educators of the world in a genuine spiritual fellowship. 
 
To honor women who have given or show evidence a potential for distinctive service in a ny 
field of education. 
 
To advance the professional interest and position of women in education. 
 
To initiate, endorse, and support, desire able legislation or other suitable endeavors in the 
interests of education and of women educators. 
 
To endow scholarships to aid outstanding women educators in pursuing graduate study and to 
grant fellowships to women educators from other countries. 
 
To stimulate the personal and professional growth of members and to encourage their 
participation in appropriate programs of action.\ 
 
To inform the members of current economic, social, political, and educational issues so that they 
may participate effectively in a world society. 
 



∆ΚΓ Bingo 
 
Objective:  To learn about Delta Kappa Gamma through a game type 
situation 
 
This is a questions and answer type bingo game. 
The announcer calls out a question.  Audience members must find the 
answer on their bingo card and mark it out.   
The first person to yell bingo gets a prize. 
 
There are two bingo cards per sheet. 
Bingos may be obtained across, up and down, or diagonal. 
A super bingo may be made going across through both bingo cards. 
 
After a bingo, members do not dump their cards, the game continues. 
 
Once a person gets a bingo on one card, that card becomes a blackout card.  
All spaces must be covered to get another bingo. 
 
 
 
 



Alpha Iota has selected members to the front after the program, that 
read about our founders. We then sing Happy Birthday and blow out lit 
candles on birthday cupcakes. It's a good reminder of our heritage.  
 
 
In Sisterhood, 
Georgan Hendricks 
Alpha Iota President 
 



CEREMONIAL FOR FOUNDER'S DAY 

(Table is set with candles, roses, and Bible. Chairman and twelve members 
stand behind the table.) 

Today we pause to do honor to those twelve dedicated women teachers, who 

under the guidance or Dr. Annie Webb Blanton formed the nucleus of what today 

is Oelta Kappa Gamma Society International. Women of vision, women of purpose, 

and most oF all, women of action were they---courageous, dauntless, desiring 

not personal glory, but rather the just and rightful merits of all women teachers. 

These twelve, representin9 every level oF the teaching profession, each a 

leader in her own right, became a strong, closely-knit aroup, exempliryin9 

at once the first purpose of Delta Kappa Gamma - "To unite women educators or 

the world." To be sure, there have been times when this unity was in jeopardy, 

but always a deep,. abiding. faith in the lofty ideals oF our.Founders has 

inspired a bond that has held Firm, and we are still one in loyalty and purpose. 

All of the twelve Founders lived to see the seven major purpose of Delta 

Kappa Gamma Fulfilled. More than halF of them saw the Society become an inter

national influence in education, and a1so saw a Delta Kappa Gamma Society that 

no doubt sur-passed the most extravagant hopes of that great woman who conceived 

the idea of the Society. 

So, as we light the candles, one For each of our Founders, symbolizing the 

light oF her inspiration, and now a member 0F the chapter eternal, let each of us 

renew the pledge she made when she was accorded the high honor or becoming a 

member oF Delta Kappa Gamma. 

(Candles are lighted as names oF founders are read.) 

Chairman reads the pledge taken by each member during their initiation. Members 

recite the pledge as the candles burn. 

(Ceremony is concluded by sin9in9 an appropriate song From the Delta Kappa Gamma 

songbook. Example: The Rose of Delta Kappa•Gamma,pp.38-39, songbook #5, or~ 

Pledge to OeltaKappa Samma, p. 37 1 Sook #5. 

(Mona G. Horton, Chai~man) 

J-

(Beta Rho Chapter, Alpha 5tate,Texas) 



Texas Founder:  Dr. Clara M. Parker.  WHO?? 
 
Directions:  
(Prepare before- hand fans with 4 having the picture or name Dr. Eula Lee Carter and 
the other 4 being Dr. Clara Parker. I used throat depressors and photocopied pictures of 
women.  Could just as easily put their last name on a piece of stiff paper and glue to a 
popsicle stick for holding up.    Also, ask 2 persons to be “experts on Dr. Parker and 
supply them with the answers to all questions.  When time comes, the 4 volunteers are 
each given a fan with Dr. Parker’s picture and one with Dr. Carter’s picture.  Pictures 
are available from Our Heritage, Vol I  for copying.) 
 
Program: 
 
Each May we honor our Founders with a Founders Day program.  Well, this year, we 
are not going to talk about Dr. Annie Webb Blanton and the 12 women who founded our 
Society of Key Women Educators interested in advancing education worldwide. 
 
No, tonight we are going to talk about two founders.  One we will only briefly mention 
and then dig into the life of the other Texas State Honorary Founder. 
 
Ever notice on our yearbook page 4, (show) it has listed at the bottom 2 Texas state 
Honorary Founders--Dr. Eula Lee Carter and Dr. Clara May Parker?    Who are they? 
Why are they honorary members? 
 
As the Society expanded into other states, there were outstanding educators in each 
state who were instrumental in helping charter the Society in their home states.  These 
women became the founders of each individual state.  Texas, being the birthplace of 
DKG, had 12 Founders--but these were all shared with every other state, and eventually 
with 19 other countries. 
 
THEN, in 1949 at the state convention in Houston it was agreed unanimously to name 
two women as Honorary Texas State Founders.   Along with Dr. Eula Lee Carter, she 
was named as our Honorary State Founders.  But who is she?? 
 
We are going to learn about her tonight.    Dr. Clara May Parker.  Who was she?  Why 
was she selected? 
 
View video on Clara Parker that is on TSO website:  Found in Resources under 
Reference materials, Music and Videos.   (About 12 minutes)   
 
 
Ready to learn more about this woman?   
 
We need 4 volunteers to assist us in our presentation......(ask, select, bring them to front 
and give them the fans).  Come take your seats.   
 



The experts are being seated at their table.  Would our Clara Parker specialists also 
take your seats?   (Hand them their script—portion below, with questions and answers, 
so they can give thumbs up or thumbs down to questions) 
 
I will ask a question and you (vols) will hold up the stick of person you believe is the 
correct answer.  Our experts will confirm or deny your votes and explain why. 
 
 
Which "founder" was born in Aubrey Texas?                
 Clara  would be over 140 if alive today.    
 Clara, died in 1958  &  buried beside her parents in Pilot Point, Tx 
 
Who attended what is today known as the University of North Texas? 
   Clara, besides being on faculty became Dean of women  
 
THEN went to Univ of Texas at Austin. 
 Clara Parker received a doctorate from Univ of Tx in 1930.  She was asked by 
Dr. Blanton to be a founder of the Society but declined as she felt her teaching 
assignment and the completion of the work on her doctorate was all that she could 
handle in the year 1929-30.   
 
Who  taught Latin and English?  
  
Clara, both at the high school and university level. 
 
Who taught for almost 40 years?  
  
 Clara taught in Graham and Wichita Falls before going to NT and UT 
 
Did she serve as president of her chapter?   
 
Clara for 4 years, Alpha chapter in Austin. 
 
Who was never married?  
 
 Clara never married--fiancé killed in War. 
 
How did she develop the Society?  
 
  Clara helped Dr B organize and charter state of Oklahoma in1932.  
  She helped charter at least 3 chapters in Texas 
  Clara wrote definitive book on Annie Webb Blanton. 
 
Could she be considered a person of faith?  
   
 Clara wrote hymns, including some for DKG. 



 
Display copies of most of the books Clara wrote or edited as mentioned in video.  
 
Next ,we will explore Dr. Eula Lee Carter, our other Texas State Honorary Founder.  
Wonder what we’ll learn new and exciting about her? 
 



General Survey 

Check all statements that apply to you! 

Part I. 

Do you love to read mysteries? ___ 

Are you active in a professional teachers’ organization? ___ 

Have you ever had an interest in rural school education? ___ 

Are you a twin? ___? 

Were you born in Texas? ___ 

Part II. 

Have you ever fought against unjust discrimination? ___ 

Have you been an elementary principal? ___ 

Do you participate in a state retirement system? ___ 

Have you ever served on the legislative committee in your chapter or on the state level?___ 

Do you love to sing? ___ 

Part III. 

Have you ever served on the Nominations Committee? ___ 

Are you noted for detailed planning? ___ 

Do you enjoy entertaining? ___ 

Are you an avid reader of histories? ___ 

Have you ever traveled to New York City?___ 

Part IV. 

Have you ever taught elementary school?___ 

Do you enjoy playing card games, like Bridge? ___ 

Are you a member of the parent/teacher organization? ___ 

Are you active in your church? ___ 

Are you interested in Shakespeare? ___ 

 



Part V. 

Have you ever taught physical education or health? ___ 

Are you a pianist? ___ 

Have you ever been a college professor? ___ 

Have you ever told stories around a campfire? ___ 

Have you ever worked with the Girl Scouts? ___ 

Part VI. 

Have you ever taught History? ___ 

Have you ever been the chapter treasurer? ___ 

Are you ever traveled by ship, train, automobile, and bus? ___ 

Have you ever taught in the elementary school, middle school and high school? ___ 

Have you ever lived in Fort Worth? ___ 

Part VII. 

Do you like to do needlepoint? ___ 

Do you know Latin? ___ 

Do you consider yourself independent? ___ 

Do you like to watch or play tennis? ___ 

Do you like to hike? ___ 

Part VIII. 

Do you enjoy yard work? ___ 

Have you ever taught piano or taken piano lessons? ___ 

Have you ever been a psychologist? ___ 

Do you suffer from arthritis? ___ 

Have you ever studied or taught overseas? ___ 

 

 

 



Part IX. 

Do you have an interest in folklore? ___ 

Have you ever taught classical languages? ___ 

Have you ever been a parliamentarian? ___ 

Have you ever had a nickname? ___ 

Do you come from a family of teachers? ___ 

Part X. 

Do you like to write? ___ 

Have you ever taught reading? ___ 

Do you like to travel? ___ 

Are you the youngest in your family? ___ 

Are you good at goal setting? ___ 

Part XI. 

Are you a baseball fan? ___ 

Have you ever taught someone who has become famous? ___ 

Have you ever attended a building dedication? ___ 

Are you a married teacher? ___ 

Do you participate in political events? ___ 

Part XII. 

Have you ever taught speech? ___ 

Do you strive to improve teaching methods and conditions? ___ 

Are you active in community affairs? ___ 

Do you know what the ‘platoon’ system is? ___ 

Have you ever received any type of service award? ___ 

 

 



How do you think you compared to our Founders?  Do you have something in common with 
each Founder?  Maybe if you had been around in 1929, Dr. Annie Webb Blanton might have 
invited you to be a Founder of a society for women educators. 

Now let’s see what you have in common with our founders! 

Part I.  Annie Webb Blanton 

Born in Houston Texas, Dr. Blanton became the first woman president of the Texas State 
Teachers Association and eventually would become the first president of the Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society.  During her four years as State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Dr. 
Blanton was instrumental in passing the Better Schools Amendment to the Texas 
Constitution establishing a free text book policy; and increasing public schools teachers’ 
salaries by an average of 54 percent.  Ms. Blanton was an English teacher who after 
receiving her Master’s Degree studied in the field of rural education and rural sociology.  
She enjoyed reading mysteries.  She had a twin sister named Fannie, who died at a young 
age.   

Part II.  Mamie Sue Bastian 

Alongside Dr. Annie Webb Blanton, Mamie Sue Bastion fought against unjust discrimination 
for many years.  She worked hard and successfully established a teacher retirement system 
in Texas.  Her legislative skill prompted her to spend time persuading committees to 
approve educational bills and promoting their passage.  Mamie Sue loved to sing and always 
inspired others to join in on the fun.  She served as principal at two different elementary 
schools before retiring. 

Part III.  Ruby Cole 

Part of Ruby Cole’s success came from her detailed planning; her thoroughness and 
determination; every committee report, every speech had to be perfect.  Ruby worked for 
better schools and for teacher welfare through committee efforts of the State Texas 
Teachers Association and through the legislative committees of Delta Kappa Gamma and of 
elementary principals.  Ruby was the National Chairman for the Committee for Nominations.  
She was a collector of Texas histories. Ruby and her mother enjoyed traveling to New York 
City to attend plays.  Everyone loved to get together at Ruby Cole’s home because she was 
a most gracious hostess making sure everyone was happy. 

Part IV.  Mabel Grizzard 

Mabel Grizzard was named First Lady of the Year in her hometown of Waxahachie.  She 
loved a good bridge game and other card games.  She was a past president of the 
Shakespeare Club, along with serving on committees like the Civic Beautification Committee 
of the Garden Club, and the Education and Scholarship committee, just to name a few.  She 
was active in the Main Street Christian Church.  One of Ruby Cole’s first education positions 
was teaching in the upper elementary grades.  She holds a life membership in the National 
Congress of Parents and Teachers- a gift from the elementary school PTA. 

 



Part V.  Anna Hiss 

A University of Texas Physical Education and Health teacher, Anna Hiss had a wide range of 
interests.  She organized the State Association of the athletic Foundation of College Women 
and the State Association of Physical Education for College Women.  She led in the 
developing of the Inter-American and International Relations program for Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation.  An accomplished pianist, she worked with the Girls Scouts, 
League of Women Voters, and the Mental Hygiene Association. She loved to tell stories to 
adults and children while sitting around a campfire. 

VI.  Ray King 

Ray King was the first treasurer of Delta Kappa Gamma.  It fell upon her to organize the 
funds and set policies for future treasurers to follow.  She began her teaching career in the 
5th and 6th grades, before moving into middle school to teach and then on to high school 
where she was eventually named chairman of the history department.  She and her sister 
Sue loved to travel and would often explore the United States, Canada, and Mexico by ship, 
trains, automobiles and even traveling on a bus.  Ray King made Fort Worth her home. 

VII.  Sue King 

Although her life was cut short, Sue King gathered a lifetime of accomplishments ranging 
from first teaching Latin and then history at the high school level. Sue was independent, not 
relying on her family to finance her education.   Her love of learning prompted her to travel 
to California where she and her sister continued their education.  Sue developed a love of 
hiking in the mountains, going to plays, and the occasional football game.  For relaxation 
she liked to play tennis, bridge and do needlepoint.  Sue was also an avid reader and during 
vacations would look for supplementary materials for the school library. 

VIII.  Helen Koch 

Helen Koch was a hard-working individual who packed more activities into one day then you 
and I could imagine. As a child, she watched her father tend to the plants in the garden and 
upon her retirement built her own garden.   Because of that work ethic, Helen was able to 
accomplish a great deal in her life.  At an early age, Helen found a love of music and 
became an accomplished pianist.  When arthritis set in, she gave up playing piano and 
studied psychology;  this lead to her generous contributions in the area of child psychology.  
Helen spent a year as an exchange professor in Frankfort Germany.   

IX.  Ruby Lomax 

Her family nickname was acquired when she saw a picture of a beautiful bouquet of roses 
and exclaimed “Me a bunch of roses”.  After that, Ruby was affectionately called ‘Bunch”.  
Bunch loved learning and eventually earned her Master’s Degree in classical languages.  
After her retirement she spent time researching folklore for the Library of Congress.   Dr. 
Blanton relied heavily upon Ruby for advice; therefore Ruby was the logical choice for the 
first state-national parliamentarian.  Ruby came from a family of teachers; her parents, 
sister and brother-in-law all were educators.  Ruby’s husband was an author. 



X.  Cora Martin 

A woman of many talents, Cora Martin is best known for helping Annie Webb Blanton write 
the lyrics to the Delta Kappa Gamma Song.  Cora loved to write and her series of Real Life 
Readers was adopted in many states.  Growing up outside of Chico, Texas, Cora was the 
youngest of eight children.  She taught Reading for many years, before joining the 
University of Texas as an assistant professor of elementary education where she helped 
prepare future elementary teachers for the classroom.  Cora Martin realized that goal 
setting and establishing policies was important to any professional organization.  After her 
retirement, she was not about to sit still.  Whether she was cruising the Mediterranean, 
flying to Europe, or driving across the United States, Cora Martin loved to travel. 

XI.  Lalla Odom 

Can you imagine being told that you could not teach because you were married?  Neither 
could Lalla Odom.  She fought the ruling that contracts could not be issued to a married 
teacher.  After several months, she was one of a few teachers in Austin who were granted 
teaching contracts.  She taught music and mathematics for many years and her best know 
pupil was Will Rogers.  She took an active part in political affairs of the city and participated 
in the League of Women Voters.  Mrs. Odom was present for the dedication of the Delta 
Kappa Gamma Headquarters building in Austin, in August of 1956. 

XII.  Lela Lee Williams 

Beginning her career teaching elementary school, eventually teaching speech during 
summer school, Lela Lee Williams spent the majority of her career as a principal.  To her 
credit, she was asked to develop the work-study-play system or Platoon System for larger 
elementary schools.  She also wrote Auditorium Activities, Volume 1 for use by teachers in 
the Platoon System.  She was a firm believer in the fact that the demand for increased 
efficiency in teaching methods must be met with higher salaries.   Upon her retirement she 
became prominent in civic life, working with Dallas Civic Welfare Association and the Junior 
Red Cross.  Because of her work with civic, welfare, educational, and religious 
organizations, she was voted the Dallas Zonta Club Service Award in 1956. 

Conclusion: 

Could you have been a founder of Delta Kappa Gamma?  Would you have said yes to Dr. 
Annie Webb Blanton when asked to join her in organizing a society for women teachers?  
We are all capable women who step up to the challenges that face us day after day. I’d like 
to think we all could have been a part of the original 12, since we all bring something 
different to the society.  

Beyond the horizon of time is a changed world, very different from today’s world.  Some 
people see beyond that horizon and into the future.  They believe that dreams can become 
reality.  They open our eyes and lift our spirits.   They build trust and strengthen our 
relationships.  They stand firm against the winds of resistance and give us courage to 
continue the quest.  We call these people leaders.  

Thank you. 



 

 

Could You Be a Founder? 
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From: Katherine Grogan <kgrogan104@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, February 4, 2022 11:43 AM
To: Liz Garrett; Acjohnson62@att.net
Subject: Re: Birthday celebration

The Delta Omicron chapter interviews one or two members that have been around for several 
years.  We have a member that knows them well and asks them some of these questions.Our 
members always enjoy hearing about these ladies. 
    1.  When did you join DKG? 
    2.  What officers and committees have you been in? 
    3.  What have you enjoyed in our chapter? 
    4.  Talk about your teaching career. 
    5.  Talk about your family.  
 
Katherine 
Katherine Grogan 
DKG	‐	Delta	Omicron	President 
JOURNEY 
Which	way	will	you	go?	 
Cell: 469-328-4728 
Email : kgrogan104@yahoo.com 
 
 
On Thursday, February 3, 2022, 02:05:06 PM CST, Liz Garrett <coordinatorarea9@gmail.com> wrote:  
 
 
ACTION REQUIRED: Please read the above email and please submit your ideas for Cookee Johnson, she is preparing 
for a breakout session at the Lubbock Convention. A short paragraph would be sufficient. Let fill her inbox with your great 
ideas that you have done or will be doing in May.  Thank you in advance for your assistance as you complete this request. 
 
 
Yours in Sisterhood, 
Elizabeth "Liz" Garrett 
Nu Gamma Chapter 
2021-2023 Area 9 Coordinator 
Texas State Organization 
DKG Society International 
 
3303 Waterpark Dr. 
Wylie, Tx 75098 
214-514-7160 
coordinatorarea9@gmail.com 
 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Cookee Johnson <acjohnson62@att.net> 
Date: Thu, Feb 3, 2022 at 10:33 AM 
Subject: Birthday celebration 
To: <EdneyDKG@gmail.com>, <sangeld1@gmail.com>, <bcoon3@comcast.n>, <salethiamorris@gmail.com>, 
<dkg.area5.melli58@gmail.com>, <jennmar79@gmail.com>, <shannadenson@yahoo.com>, 
<coordinatorarea9@gmail.com>, <toni.mccutchen@gmail.com>, dkg@gmail.com <area11coordinator>, 
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<area12coordinatordkg@gmail.com>, <nlowry@verizon.net>, <mdrin41424@aol.com>, <melissam6291@gmail.com>, 
<lezlicollins@aol.com>, <deborashidemantle@gmail.com>, <tsocoordinator18@gmail.com> 
 

Dear AC’s, 

This is Cookee Johnson emailing each of you for a very interesting but a much needed favor. I an asking that each of you 
reach out to your chapters and ask how they are going to celebrate Founders Day in May. After asking members at the 
convention, many have said that the only information available to them are the biographies of each of the 12 founding 
ladies. I know that there are chapters who have found fun, informative, entertaining, and different ways of presenting 
programs about the Founders. Please reach out to the chapters for me and ask about what information they plan to use at 
their celebrations. My goal is to present a breakout program in Lubbock about the many different ideas chapters across 
our state use as they give our love and respect to those 12 ladies. I welcome as many responses as possible and will 
present them using the chapter and area that sent in their response. I talked to President Shalan about this request and 
she was very much in favor of getting this completed for the convention.  

Thanks to all of you and what you do for TSO. 

Cookee Johnson 

Acjohnson62@att.net  



This, our red rose symbol, we hold dear, 
We'll tear it very gently now 
So its velvet petals can recall the names 
Of founder who were drafters of our vow. 
We'll place the petals in this vase 
And name a quality of each 
May our aim be--to use one every day 
For they are goals we want to reach. 

Members begin to tear petals from rose and place 
in vase. 

1. This petal is for Annie Webb Blanton 
with creativity, and determination 
She held a glimpse of the future, 
Our founder, 
A true red rose. 

~- My petal bear the name of Mamie Sue Bastian 
Optimistic 
Involved with those around her 
That was Mamie Sue. 

3. My petal is named for Ruby Cole 
She was a planner 
a steadfast worker, 
very needed qualities today. 

4 Mabel Grizzard is the name on my petal. 
A lover of home, 
and Community, 
others were always first with her. 

5. Anna Hiss is the next petal. 
Music and poetry 
were her hobbies. 
Physical fitness her vocation. 

6. Ray King is a special petal 
She represents a sense of humor, 
known for her witiness, 
She was one to be admired. 

7. Sue King is the petal known as the Sweetheart 
of Delta Kappa Gamma. 

She was an organizer 
and showed great tranquility of spirit 
facing early death. 

8. Helen Kock is our next petal. 



Her quality is concern 
for the helpless and needy. 
Something we need to follow, today. 

9. Ruby Terrell Lomax the petal for our vagabond. 
A lover of folk literature and music, 
she traveled the nation with her husband 
to preserve it. 

10. My petal is named Cora Martin. 
With this petal I place the quality of resolve, 
the desire to succeed. 

11. Lalla Odom's petal represents 
perserverance and 
love for all man kind regardless of 
race or sex. 

12. Our last petal is Lela Lee Williams 
She was joiner and and doer. 

Her petal represents 
service. 

(The jar is close and Mrs Reuther reads) 

Yes we have twelve great women 
Twelve women with deversified gifts. 

Let Fate do her worst; there are relics of joy 
Bright dreams of the past, which she cannot destroy; 
Which come in the night-time of sorrow and care, 
And bring back the feature that joy used to wear. 
Long, long be my heart with such memories filled, 
Like the vase in which roses have once been distilled-

You may break, you may shatter the vase if you 
will, 
But the scent of the roses will hand round it 
still. 

Yes like the fragrance of the rose petal, 
May we, tonight, pick one of these qualities 
And try to live up to the goals our founder set. 

Ru-M RIJ,,u-!-he r 
"l3e-+t/l/ 1<hlJ{!h~er 



Founders Day Celebration May 2, 2022 

 

 On May 11, 1929, a group of women educators met in Austin, Texas to 
establish the Delta Kappa Gamma Society. The driving force behind this effort 
was Dr. Annie Webb Blanton. Over the next several decades, these founders 
worked to establish chapters throughout Texas and to spread Delta Kappa 
Gamma into other states as well. 

 From this beginning, the Society now has 235 chapters in Texas with 
chapters in all the other states and the District of Columbia. There are 
chapters of Delta Kappa Gamma in 17 foreign countries also. 

 The founders were dedicated women who had strong beliefs in the 
goals and ideals of Delta Kappa Gamma. They were also dedicated educators 
committed to improving the roles of women teachers and in gaining 
recognition of women teachers as true professionals. 

 Today, we will honor our founders according to their influence and role 
in three areas of education—elementary teaching, secondary teaching, and 
college teaching and administration. 

 A large candle will be lighted representing each of these three areas of 
education. The first candle will represent elementary teaching. After the 
founder’s names have been read, will each of you who now teach or who once 
taught in the elementary grades please come to the table and light your candle 
from the large candle. Then move to the designated area in the room where 
like teachers of the three areas of teaching will assemble. We will do the same 
for the other two areas of education—secondary and college. 

 
 
 

 

 



 
1. The first candle is lighted in memory of: 

 
Lela Lee Williams, who taught in the elementary grades of the Dallas 
ISD.  
                                                           and 
      
Dr. Cora Merriman Martin, who taught elementary grades in Munday, 
Paducah, and Ft. Worth.  
  

2. The second candle is lighted in memory of : 
 
Ray King who taught history at Central High School in Fort Worth 
 
Sue King  who taught Latin at the high schools in Denton and Mineral 
Wells  
                   
          and 
 
Lalla  Odom who taught math in the secondary schools in Austin 
 

3. The third candle is lighted to represent the vast contributions to 
higher education and school administration made by many of the 
founders. We light this candle in memory of: 

        Ruby Cole who worked in the elementary schools and as principal in 
        the San Antonio ISD 

        Mamie Sue Bastian who worked in the elementary school and as       
        principal in  the Houston ISD 

        Mable Grizzard worked in the upper elementary grades and       
        elementary principal in Waxahachie ISD 

4. Although some of the founders taught in various colleges and 
universities, the remaining four founders made their greatest 



contributions to education while on the faculty of the University of 
Texas at Austin. This flame also honors the contributions of: 

       Dr. Helen Koch- instructor of psychology 

       Dr. Anna Hiss-professor of physical education 

       Dr. Ruby Terrill Lomax-associate professor of classical languages and 
             dean of women 

       Dr. Annie Webb Blanton-professor of educational administration,  
  state superintendent of schools in Texas 

 

May the flames of all our candles signify the honor we pay to our founders for 
their dedication, commitment, and service to women in education, and the 
dedication commitment and service each of you now give, or once gave as 
women educators.  

(All members will extinguish their candles at this time.) 

 

Rewritten with added information and submitted 

Cookee Johnson                                                                                                                           
President                                                                                                                                                       
Mu Lambda                                                                                                                                                 
2022 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      

 

  

 



 

 
 
 



 
Delta 
Kappa 

Gamma 
Founder’s Day 

Bingo 
 

(List of names on bingo cards) 
 
Dr. Annie Webb Blanton 
Miss Mabel Grizzard 
Miss Sue King 
Dr. Cora M. Martin 
The Delta Kappa Gamma Crest 
Color for courage 
May 11, 1929  
Liz Garrett 
Mamie Sue Bastian 
Dr. Anna Hiss 
Dr. Helen L. Koch 
Mrs. Lalla M. Odom 
DKG key 
Color of loyalty 
Journey, which way will you go? 
Shalan Inmon 
Ruby Cole 
Miss Ray King 
Mrs. Ruby Terrill Lomax 
Miss Lela Lee Williams 
Red Rose 
12 Special women 
ASTEF 

 



Delta
Kappa

Gamma
Founder’s Day

Bingo



Our Founders of
Delta Kappa 
Gamma



Answer:
12 Special Women



Our symbol of a beautiful 
creation from nature that 
reflects beauty of mind 
and spirit. 



Answer:
Red rose



"For five years she was enrolled as a Special Student 
without credit for the courses before she was 
permitted to enter the junior year as a regular 
candidate for a degree. She began her college 
training in 1890 and was graduated in 1899 with the 
degree of Bachelor of Literature." In 1901, she
began teaching English at North Texas State Normal 
School in Denton.



Answer:
Dr. Annie 
Webb Blanton



While she taught at the University of Texas, 
she lived in the Faulty Women's Club where 
she and Dr. Annie Webb Blanton frequently 
discussed plans for the founding of Delta 
Kappa Gamma. She played a key role in 
advising Dr. Blanton concerning the 
Constitution, initiation ritual and program of 
work. She also polished Dr. Blanton's lyric for 
the "Delta Kappa Gamma Song" .



Answer:
Dr. Cora M. 
Martin



Delta Kappa 
Gamma’s first 
initiation



Answer:
May 11, 1929



She worked for a diploma from 
the North Texas State Normal 
School in Denton, where she was a 
pupil of Dr. Annie Webb Blanton. 



Answer:
Miss Mabel 
Grizzard



"When she entered a room, laughter came in, 
too; for she was the epitome of buoyant living, 
of the humorous remark, of infectious 
optimism.”

It is not surprising that Dr. Blanton selected 
her enterprising friend to share in 
establishing The Delta Kappa Gamma Society 
in 1929. 



Answer:
Mamie Sue 
Bastian



Has a gold ellipse. Across its 
center are the Greek letters 
DKG. Above them is a 
wreath of laurel leaves 
symbolizing the distinction 
which those who wear this 
key have achieved. Below 
the letters cup which 
represents knowledge.



Answer:
DKG Key



While a student at North Texas State Normal 
School in Denton, she was distinguished for 
her proficiency in languages and history. She 
and Annie Webb Blanton came to know, 
admire and respect one another, and their 
friendship deepened and continued through 
the years.
Dr. Blanton recognized in her the kind of 
teacher that she hoped to interest in Delta 
Kappa Gamma. 



Answer:
Miss Sue 
King



She was instrumental in the establishment of the 
professional degree for physical education and the 
program for the preparation of teachers in the 
physical education field."

"In selecting Founders for the Delta Kappa Gamma 
Society, Dr. Blanton sought a broad cross section of the 
teaching profession. The inclusion of this founder
augmented the diversity of educational interests 
represented.”



Answer:
Dr. Anna 
Hiss



TSO 
President’s
Theme for 

Shalan’s
2021-2023 
Biennium



Answer:



She became interested in music at an 
early age and began studying piano 
when she was eight years old. She 
spent many hours over the next 
fourteen years practicing and 
developing her skills. 
In 1942, she became professor of 
child psychology.



Answer:
Dr. Helen L. 
Koch



She knew Annie Webb Blanton as a school mate in La 
Grange. Ambitious and quick of mind, she obtained a B.A. 
degree by the age of seventeen. 

In 1917 in Austin, Tx, at the close of the school she was 
notified that it was contrary to the policies of the Board of 
Education to issue contracts to married teachers. The 
superintendent supported her position because of the 
discriminatory regulation. Weeks later the Board reversed its 
ruling. She became one of the first married woman teachers 
in Austin to receive a regular contract.



Answer:
Mrs. Lalla M. 
Odom





Answer:
The Delta Kappa Gamma Crest

The top portion of the crest represents leadership. 
The cup of knowledge and the laurel wreath 
representing achievement are also found on the key 
pin. The torse below the laurel wreath on the crest 
represents inspiration. The lamp of learning, the 
rose, and a book are found on the crest. Finally, the 
name of the Society, in Greek, completes the crest.



She was already recognized for her work in 
school and civic affairs when she was invited 
to become a Founder of Delta Kappa 
Gamma. In San Antonio she commanded 
respect from women's clubs, from business 
men and the Chamber of Commerce. With 
these alert citizens she had worked to 
improve the community that it might be 
more appealing to tourists as well as to those 
who called it home.



Answer:
Ruby Cole



The day The Delta Kappa Gamma Society held 
its first initiation ceremony, the Founders 
elected her treasurer. Her duties involved 
looking after the expenditures and recipes for 
both Alpha State Organization and the national 
Society. 

She loved to travel and toured throughout the 
United States, Canada and Mexico. She found 
personal joy in meeting new people and 
learning new information to enliven her history 
classes. 



Answer:
Miss Ray 
King



Red stands 
for this.



Answer:
Color for courage



She taught Latin for nine years at 
Dallas High School. 

With her intellectual acumen, 
creativity and steadfastness of 
purpose, it was fortunate that she 
could join with the other key persons 
in founding The Delta Kappa Gamma 
Society. 



Answer:
Mrs. Ruby 
Terrill 
Lomax



2021-2023
Biennium

TSO
President



Answer:
Shalan
Inmon



The mission is
• to provide funding for activities that support 

professional and personal growth of women educators 
in Texas, and

• to promote educational excellence for Texas students.

Members may apply for a 
TSO state scholarship; participate in leadership events; 
and apply for project stipends.



Answer:
ASTEF



At the graveside ceremony for her, Ruth Johnson, 
Epsilon Chapter, concluded her remarks saying, "Her 
thoughtfulness to the new member, to the visitor; her 
notes of encouragement to those in leadership, to 
those in illness, pain or joy, --all speak of one who 
walked humbly, of one who loved every person who 
came in contact with her and lifted them up to see 
their own potential of service. She touched our lives in 
a very meaningful way." 



Answer:
Miss Lela 
Lee Williams



Our
Area IX

Coordinator



Answer:
Liz Garrett



Gold stands 
for…



Answer:
Color for 
loyalty



ZETA ALPHA CHAPTER 
DELTA KAPPA GAMMA SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL 

HATS OFF IO FOUNDERS 
Ae~on Part of Program 

Directed by Sherry Klien, Chapter Vice President 

Founder's Day 1994 

Founder's Day Ceremony included story of the founding of Delta Kappa Gamma Society. 

Members grouped themselves in order to make twelve (12) fairly even groups. 

Each group drew a card containing the name of one of the founders along with her a 
biographical sketch. 

Each group reviewed the biographical sketch of their founder and was challenged to 
design, make and have modeled one hat that depicted the life of the founder the group 
was to present. 

Laid out in another room was a myriad of hats and every imaginable embellishment. 

Members could pick and choose until their hearts content, but a reasonable time limit_was 
established. 

When the time was up the fashion show began. One member of the group modeled the 
hat while another member of the group read the biographical. The hat was then placed on 
a shelf. 

At the conclusion of the Hat Show. numbers were placed in front of each hat and all 
Society members had to match numbers of each hat to the FOUNDER the hat depicted. 
(Matching sheet attached.) 

After the TEST, correct answers were given for checking purposes. 

This activity was fun, creative and helped members remember several important facts and 

impressions about our founders. Try itf f Your club members will benefit from it as welll I 

Submitted by: Ann Nell Gann, Zeta Alpha Chapter 



FOUNDERS OF DELTA KAPPA GAMMA WITH ITEM REPRESENTATIVE OF 
EACH AND BRIEF BIO-SKETCH 

I. Helen L. Koch - ATLAS or globe or world map. Conducted valuable study resulting in 
book entitled "Twins and Twin Relations". Received national notice - awarded medal by 
American Psychological Association for distinguished contribution to the field of 
Developmental Psychology. World traveler - Egypt. Spain. Portugal. taught at 
University of Frankfort, Germany. Obtained Doctor of Philosophy. 

2. Ray King - Accounting book . Known for keeping excellent financial records of new 
association as well as her church and other civic organizations. After retirement - did 
reading and needlepoint. 

3. Anna Hiss - Tennis racket and balls. Taught U.T. 1918 -1958- P.E. Recognized 
internationally in that field. Many interests - high energy - founded League of Women 
Voters in Austin. 

4. Mamie Sue Bastian - 4 dozen red roses . Worked to establish the teachers retirement 
fund. organized Houston Teachers Association which resulted in sizeable payrise for 
teachers - forceful when necessary- yet believed that teachers needed "fun and frolic" 
Decorated with "lovely appointments" - once ordered four dozen red roses and "at least a 
hundred red and gold(or yellow) balloons for decorations in 1932 for meeting. Planned 
unusual meetings/parties. Organized Houston Principals Assn. At least one school named 
for her. 

5. Sue King - Top hat. Gifted in ability to organize. Personable. brilJiant intellect (Phi 
Beta Kappa). Taught Latin and history - died young - one year after helping to organize 
Delta Kappa Gamma. Top hat because on Dec. 2. 1917 a newspaper column stated "Hats 
off to the women! ...... Texas teachers made a new high record. The men did not launch 
the movement; the women teachers did. They organized, they launched a campaign for 
Mrs. Bany and they smashed a dozen slates made by the old veteran slatemakers of the 
State Teachers Association ........ .Three ... high school teachers are responsible for this 



movement. .... Now a woman will wield the gavel and men must take orders." One of the 
three high school teachers was Sue King. 

6. Ruby T. Lomax- Wedding veil. At Founders Day celebration at Ft. Sam - speaker 
said this lady was responsible for bringing an end to the policy of husband and wife not 
being able to work on the same campus. Result of her marriage when she was Dean of 
Women and Asst. Prof of ClassicaJ Languages at U. T. Married John Lomax - registrar at 

. U. T. Both worked together on campus for three years - unheard of before. 
Received B.A. - U. T.in 1906 - at that time, highest grades ever achieved by a woman -
graduating summa cum laude. Elected to Phi Beta Kappa. 

7. Cora M. Martin - Sunbonnet and flowered hat . Life of bittersweet years. pain and 
courage . Born Chico, Tx. married and lived when married on ranc~ where Indians had 
once raided and had taken hostages. Death of husband and infant daughter before she 
was twenty years of age. Later went to U .. T. - received Ph.D. in Music and Elementary 
Ed. Enjoyed Austin Society in later years - entertained - delighted in social life - never 
remarried Taught 26 years in Education dept. at U.T. 

8. Lana M. Odom - spade and gold key. When organization's charter was presented to 
Texas Secretary of State- name had been Kappa Gamma Delta and Lalla was one of 
three founders who merely rearranged Greek letters to Delta Kappa Gamma as another 
national organization already was using the original Greek letters. Had legislation 
interests • turned first spadeful of earth at groundbreaking for Headquarters Building in 
1955. Presented a gold kep to signify the debt-free building at the dedicatory cememony. 
Was also influential in obtaining building site for Headquarters Bldg. 

9. Mabel Y. Griu.ard- large antique bottle, figurine. bowl or pretty glass. Lived and 
traveled w/sister and mother - when last died - home was "crowded with their treasures". 
Was teacher and principal at same school in Waxahachie for over 40 years. Impressed 
Ms. Blanton with perseverance in keeping abreast of teacher training methods. The two 
women shared an interest in rural education Mabel was elementary supervisosr for two 
years while Blanton was State Superintendent. of Public Instruction in Texas. 

10. Lela Lee Williams - Banner or silhouette of sufferagette . Dr. Blanton relied heavily 
upon WiJliams' assistance for new school legislation - window cards. posters and 
pennants placed in post offices, school houses and stores. Amendment passed. 
Panicularly interested in status of women Instrumental in helping to convert elementary 
teaching into as professional a type of work as secondary instruction. 

11. Ruby Cole - Replica of the Alamo or state Historic Landmark sign - or spanish 
dancing costwne. . Interests included restoration of missions, establishment of parks. 
purchase of state landmarks of historic nature in and near San Antonio, a public library, 
the archives, civic festivals and the adequate financing of public schools ( as well as 
parochial) in a day when school support was not popular topic. Identified with both 
professional and lay people - commanded respect from business men. women's clubs and 



the Chamber of Commerce .. Gracious ente~iner - collector of Texas history. 
Organized Beta Chapter in San Antonio less than two months after the national Society 
had been established Many years a teacher and principal. 

12. Annie Webb Blanton• cap and gown -.Began teaching at age 17 at county school at 
Pine Springs in Fayette County. Moved to Austin year later, attended classes at U. T. in 
free hours and during vacations while teaching in elementary schools and Austin High 
School. Graduated 1899 with Bachelor of Literature. 1916 - elected first woman to be 
chosen as president in TSTA. 1918 was elected State Superintendent, first woman to 
break that female political barrier. Accomplishments of those four years included: 
doubling local taxation for school support, a system for state-wide distribution of free 
textbooks; a fifteen percent increase in length of school term, special legislation to 
improve rural schools and vocational work; increase in salaries. Upon three occasions -
1917, 1919, 1921 - was elected one of vice-presidents ofNEA. M.A. at U.T. • taught there 
in School Administration. Doctorate. of Philosophy from Cornell -returned to U.T. in 
1927 and in 1933 advanced to rank of Professor of Rural Education -the third woman to 
receive this rank at the University. A dorm at U. T. named for her, as well as an least one 
public school.Liked to wear earrings as she said "They always seem to me to express the 
frivolous side ofmy nature". Appeared dignified and usually reserved. Enjoyed 
relaxing with mystery novel, or shopping for another miniature donkey to add to her 
collection. Resolved in l 929 to form an organization to help to remove the barriers 
limiting the advancement of women educators. Convinced eleven other worr.en of the 
potential of such a medium of improvement and laid plans for their consummation on 
May ll, 1929 .. In 1945 when passed on• had seen Delta Kappa Gamma grow from 12 to 
23,000 members, from one state group to 49 state organizations with 625 chapters. 
Buried in family plot in historic Oakwood Cemetery in Austin. 
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HATS OFF TO FOUNDERS 

__ ANNIE WEBB BLANTON 

__ MAMIE SUE BASTIAN 

__ RUBY COLE 

__ MABEL GRIZZARD 

__ ANNA HISS 

__ RAY KING 

__ SUE KING 

__ HELEN KOCH 

__ RUBY TERRILL LOMAX 

__ CORA MARTIN 

__ LALLA ODOM 

__ LELA LEE WILLIAMS 



D K G
FOUNDERS’

QUILT



Annie Webb Blanton  

A quilt, made of layers of fabric with a 
soft substance in between is very much
like  Delta Kappa Gamma.  Our DKG
quilt was designed by:

Dr. Annie Webb Blanton 
on May 11, 1929 in Austin.  For being 
the quilt designer whose stitches held 
our Society together, we add a needle
and thread.





Mamie Sue Bastian

Mamie Sue Bastian was our founder
who initiated  the idea for the

birthday luncheon. One of her favorite
decorations were red and gold balloons
tied to the chairs along with red roses 
and candles on the tables.  We add to 
our quilt red and gold balloons to 
represent Mamie  Sue  Bastian.





Ruby Cole

She was recognized as a leader in  the 
community of San Antonio.  She was 
well known as methodical and  
thorough because Ruby  felt 
everything we do must be perfect in 
every detail.  Because of her devotion 
to restoration  of the Missions, we 
add  a mission known as the Alamo
to our quilt to represent  Ruby Cole.





Mabel  Grizzard
Mabel was a dedicated  educational
leader that brought  leadership to the 
Society as a founder.  She wrote 
courses of  study for elementary  
grades.  She loved the social life and 
friendships that came from being 
elected  chairperson of many  
organization.  Mabel was very active 
in her church  so we add a cross to 
our quilt.





Dr. Anna Hiss

Anna was a member of the University of
Texas faculty who believed strongly in a 
program of physical training for  all 
female students. She was always dressed 
impeccably and enjoyed  basketball and 
horseback  riding.  Because of her work 
on behalf of  physical  education ,we add 
a basketball to our quilt to represent

Dr. Anna  Hiss





Ray King

Ray was the first treasurer  of the 
Society.  Dues at that time were  $4.00
a year.  “The office of treasurer  
carries great responsibility and I’m 
proud to serve our newly formed  
organization.  My favorite hobby is 
“figgerin” and the joy of balancing the 
books each year. “We add a dollar  to 
represent Ray King.





Sue King

Sue King and her sister Ray loved to 
travel.  She inspired  her students to 
be responsible  citizens  in her history
classes.  Sue had a bubbly personality,
enjoyed needlepoint, reading, and 
preparing  exotic foods.  Her quilt
square shows her enjoyment of hiking
in the mountains.





Dr. Helen L. Koch

Helen was an accomplished pianist
whose plans to become a concert 
musician were changed when she 
became interested in and studied 
child psychology in Chicago.  She 
was a professor at the University of 
Texas  when she was invited by 
Dr. Blanton to assist in founding 
the Society.  Originally active in



Alpha State, she returned to Chicago 
to become the founder of  the Lambda 
State Organization.  Dr Koch had a 
great love of  music so her quilt 
square  is represented  by a treble
cleft.





Ruby Terrill  Lomax

Ruby was Dean of Women at the 
University of Texas when she 
participated  in the founding of  Delta 
Kappa Gamma.  In counseling with
students, she was always gentle and 
reasonable but firm, known to “hold 
the line.”  She enjoyed sharing folklore 
so her quilt square  is a folklore book.





Cora M. Martin

Cora  was a UT professor of elementary
education whose methods of teaching 
reading were aimed  so the lessons were 
based on factual situations related to 
childhood .  She began her service to 
Delta Kappa Gamma while writing a 
series of five books named Real  Life 
Readers.  Dr. Martin was the author
of  “The Song” that she polished the



lyrics and fitted the words to the 
tune “Men of Harlech”.  We sing 
this at every chapter meeting . It is
better known as “The Delta Kappa 

Gamma Song”.  To represent     
Dr. Cora  M. Martin

we add a quill and pen to our quilt.





Lalla M. Odom

Lalla came to the Society in Austin as 
as a junior high teacher of math and 
a desire to banish discriminations
against women in the profession.  She 
exerted a great deal  of influence in
Austin and persuaded  Gov. Dan 
Moody to withdraw his bid on the lot 
for DKG  headquarters.  Mrs. Odom
became one of the first married women 
teachers  in Austin  to receive a 



regular  teacher’s contract.  Lalla
Odom’s quilt square has an open gate
on it because  her friends knew if her
gate was open  she was home and 
they could  find  friendship and 
advice.  





Lela  Lee Williams

Lela was a leader in the Better Schools
Campaign when she met Dr. Blanton.
Under her leadership as the first 
president of the Dallas Grade Teachers
Association, she demanded that 
increased  efficiency in teaching 
methods must be met with higher 
salaries.  Her voice and activities  for
teachers  led to pay increases as well



as interest in education.  As a lover
of wildflowers  she enjoyed studying 
trees  and flights of birds.  We add a
bluebonnet to our quilt squares to 
represent:

Lela Lee Williams





As in any new organization,  
Dr. Blanton and her colleagues 
selected  colors, symbols, and purposes
to bind the Society together.  We add 
a rose, a key pin, and the coat of arms
to our quilt.

Much has changed in our world
since 1929:  the way we dress, 
technology , and our many modern 
conveniences.  Much  has changed in
Delta Kappa Gamma as well.  Our



Our Society is now well  established
in 18 countries around the world.  We
focus less on the colors and symbols
and more on the values they 
represent.  However, we are still 
bound  together by the carefully
conceived quilt squares and the 
stitches that Dr. Annie Webb  Blanton
and the 11 other founders lovingly
added to form our magnificent 
Society.  May we always be bound by



their  common vision: “ bringing 
together qualified  and diverse 
women educators serving in a broad
spectrum  of educational fields, 
strengthening them, and pursuing 
worthwhile projects that make a
difference in communities around the 
world.”





HAPPY

FOUNDERS’

DAY



Props for Back in Time to 1929 

 

Valerie Scott  Narrator  

Barbara Yount  Sue King   -  Reading the Newspaper  

Lana Mathis  Dr. Blanton – Dressed in a gardening outfit, holding roses  

Nancy Newton  Helen Koch – dressed in a soft flowing dress  

Nila Mair  Mamie Sue Bastian – dressed in a frivolous carnival-like outfit, with 
beads,  a masquerade mask, and balloons  

Hyacinth Hall  Mabel Grizzard – Holding a map 

Deborah Wade  Lalla Odom – street dress, hat, with a spade in her hand 

Cindy Drumm  Lela Lee Williams – “Sunday’ dress, lots of costume jewelry 

Cari Bounds  Ruby Terrell Lomax – Carrying a violin 

Sharon Rice  Dr. Anna Hiss – dressed as a PE teacher, with a basketball, wearing a 
whistle 

Paula Adams  Ruby Cole – holding a picture of the Alamo 

Kelly Broadus  Cora Martin – holding a book of Browning 

Marilyn Griffin  Ray King – working a needlepoint 
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QUESTIONS FOR MAY FOUNDERS DAY PROGRAM 
 
Each team has received 3 names of founders.  Starting with one team, they will place 
their names on the founder's picture.  As judges, tell them how many they got right and 
which ones to remove. Have them remove the wrong names.  Then, next team will put 
their 3 names up. ..and Judges tell them which are correct and which to remove.  
 
 AFTER all have completed the first round, let the teams have a second try at 
getting their names right.    
 
Judging?  Give 3  points for each correct answer on first try.  2 points for correct 
identification on second try.  IF takes a 3rd try to get names right, 1 point for each on 
that round.   
--------------------------- 
 
Settle in, your teams are filled with experts, these questions can be discussed and when 
you are ready to answer, hold up your color card.  First card up will be called on to 
answer question.  If you are incorrect, one other team will be offered the question to 
answer if they so choose.    IF you are correct, you will receive 2 points.  IF the second 
team is correct, they will receive  the 2 points.   
 
Of these 12, which of these women were from Fort Worth?  Sue & Ray King 
 
The sisters lived together on the southside of FW with their mother.  Both taught 
history for the Fort Worth ISD. 
 
Which Founder wrote books on punctuation, composition and correct grammatical 
usage?      Annie Webb 
 
Her book Advanced English Grammer, published in 1928.  Mable Grizzard 
authored work books on grammar for grades 5 through 8.   
 
Who conducted studies on the psychology of children and was a world-wide expert on 
the psychology of twins?  Helen Koch (Coke) 
 
Dr. Helen Koch lectured and taught in Germany shortly after World War II and was 
instrumental in the establishment of child care centers there and in the US which 
were the first centers to  require trained workers.  
 
Who's husband and infant daughter died within two years of her marriage?  Cora 
Martin 
 
Dr. Martin married her high school sweetheart shortly after graduating from high 
school.  Within a year their baby daughter died and then Robert died the following 
year.  Cora began her teaching career after these tragedies, first in Munday, 
Paducah and FORT WORTH. 
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 Which Founder was totally involved in saving the missions of San Antonio, including 
the Alamo.   Ruby Cole 
 
Miss Cole, a lifelong resident of San Antonio, lived with her mother and led in the 
restoration of the missions, establishment of city parks and a city library. 
 
Which was keenly interested in Legislation and was often willing to go to Austin and 
speak to the legislators for Dr. Blanton?   Mamie Sue Bastian 
 
When the first teacher retirement bill was floundering in the Legislature in Austin, 
this Founder received a phone call from Dr. Blanton telling her to put on her 
prettiest dress and get up to the capitol in haste!  -- Miss Bastian even threatened 
to "turn some of the men over her knee and give them a spanking" if they didn't 
vote for the bill. 
 
Simply because she was married,  who was refused full pay, but would be hired to 
teach full time on a substitute's lesser pay ?  Lilla  Odom 
 
As was often the case, in the early 1900's, school districts did not employ married 
women.  However, Mrs. Odom was such an outstanding math teacher, they 
wanted her but offered her substitute pay, even though she was to be expected to 
be there every day of the school year.  She refused and a few weeks later, the 
Austin Independent School District relented and hired her as the first married 
woman to teach in Austin, Texas with full pay. 
 
Which Founder traveled across the US with her husband, recording folk songs from 
Appalachian Mountain people, American Indians, Negros, lumber jacks and share 
croppers?  Ruby Terrill Lomax 
 
John Lomax had a national reputation as an expert on folk music.  They spent 
months crisscrossing the US as he recorded songs, conducted interviews and 
collected music.  Ruby helped record all these items.    He is responsible for the 
discovery of famous blues singer, Led-belly.  Today his collection is housed in 
the Smithsonian. 
 
Who was  the last Founder to die?  Ray King 
 
Ray King, of Fort Worth, lived along on Willing Avenue after the death of her 
sister and mother, until January of 1979 when she died at the age of 91.  
Interestingly, her sister Sue, also a Founder, was the first to die, less than a year 
after the founding of the Society. 
 
Who had a sister invited to be a founder, but their mother was ill and one daughter had 
to stay home to tend to mother.  so "sister missed her chance." ?    Mable Grizzard 
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Mable Grizzard's sister, Eva, like Mable was a life-long "old maid teacher" in the 
schools in Waxachachie, Texas.  Both served many years as principals at two 
elementary schools.  Both were proclaimed Women of the Year, or First Lady of 
Waxahachie,  Mable in 1953 and Eva in 1957.  The district's board room was 
official named the Eva and Mable Grizzard Board Room in their honor in 2010. 
 
Let's take a time out for a word from our sponsor, Texas State Organization.  (Area AC 
gave commercial on upcoming state convention.) 
 
 
  Whose parents moved to Denton so daughters could attend NT Normal School--now, 
UNT and were students of Miss Blanton's while there?    The King sisters 
 
Also, Mable Grizzard and her sister Eva were students of then MISS Blanton when 
she taught at what would become University of North Texas. 
 
Who was trained as a concert pianist and began each day EARLY in the morning 
warming up with Bach?  Helen Koch 
 
Other founders who lived at the Faculty Women's Club on the Univ of Texas 
campus stated numerous times that sometime between 4:30 and 5:30 each morn, 
she would rise to practice her piano, as it "helped her to think clearly and started 
the mornings with beauty." 
 
Who is considered a founder of Illinois?  Dr. Koch 
 
Shortly after DKG was chartered, Dr. Koch was offered a position at the 
University of Illinois, which she accepted.  In March of 1935 she became one of 
the founders of Lambda State Organization.     
 
Who was the head of the University of Texas Physical Education Department?  Anna 
Hiss 
 
Anna, had a passion for physical fitness and was a star basketball player and 
became head of the University of Texas Physical Education Department.  She was 
instrumental in establishing degrees for physical education as well. 
 
  Who taught humorist Will Rogers while she was teaching in Oklahoma?  Odom 
 
As a teacher of music and mathematics in Vineta, Oklahoma Lila Odom had Will 
in her music class and remained a close friend till the tragic end of his life. 
 
17. Who was first woman elected as state superintendent of schools in Texas?  Blanton 
Dr Blanton was an expert in rural education and was the first woman elected to a 
statewide office in Texas.  She fought for free textbooks and secured a 54% 
increase in teacher salaries. 
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One founder wrote a series of books for first grade readers-- The Bob and Nancy series.   
Cora Martin 
 
Her reader series was based on the premise that content should be meaningful to 
children and using a controlled vocabulary, she created the Bob and Nancy 
series that was used Texas, Louisiana and Alabama as the adopted readers in 
those state, plus many districts in other states used them as well. 
 
  Who was dean of women at ETSTeachers College, Commerce and later moved to UT-
Austin as Dean of Women.  Lomax 
 
She served as Dean of Women in Commerce for 6 years and then 12 years as 
Dean of Women in Austin prior to her marriage to John Lomax. 
   
  Which founder was elected by TSTA (Texas State Teachers Association) as their 
president in 1920--becoming the first classroom teacher and the second woman to 
serve in that capacity in Texas.  ---Lela Lee Williams 
 
A quiet, determined woman from Dallas, she taught for 45 years in the Dallas ISD 
and was instrumental in organizing the Dallas elementary teachers into an 
organization, The Dallas Grade Teachers Association. 
 
.If Miss Williams was the second woman to serve as president of TSTA,  Who was the 
first woman elected president of TSTA?  Blanton 
 
 Annie of course. 
 
 Which Founder  was creator of Birthday Luncheon and wanted balloons, laughter, 
music and roses to be everywhere.?  Bastian 
 
Yes, fun loving Mamie Sue Bastian.  It was said when she walked into a room, the 
laughter followed her in through the door. 
 
 Which founder was an expert in "rural education" and worked for Dr. Blanton in that 
aspect when Blanton was State Superintendent of Education. ?  Mable Grizzard  
 
Mable was convinced that the common water dipper in a bucket used in most 
rural schools was the conveyor of many of the diseases the children contracted.  
Her insistence on removing the dippers resulted in a public health law   
 
 
You've been given a tablet and pin.  Would you please write your answer to these 
questions on the tablet and hold it up so the judges can see.  Yes, as before, you may 
confer to determine your answers. 
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Number Sense    questions and answers 
 
1. Number of books written by founders recorded in the TSO-DKG listing of published 
authors.   31 
 
Authors that we know about were Blanton, Martin, Williams, Grizzard, Koch,  
---------------- 
 
2. How many of the 31 did Annie write?    14 
----------------------- 
 
3.  Cora Martin, published the second most with her Bob and Nancy series of First 
Grade Readers. second most with?               9 
.------------------------ 
  
4.  How many schools in Texas are named for Dr. AWB, according to the TSO book of 
Schools and other Buildings named for DKG members?   5 
 
 
At least five buildings in Texas have been named for the Founder, Dr. Annie Webb 
Blanton, a member of Alpha Chapter.   Two of these are in Austin. 
 
** University of Texas named a dormitory for Dr. Blanton. 1955 
 
**an Austin ISD elementary school named for her.  This building was opened in 
1964. 
 
***In Dallas in 1956 the Annie Webb Blanton Elementary School in Dallas was 
dedicated.  Delta Phi today has the AWB School as their mentor school. 
 
***The Odessa / Ector County ISD named a school for Dr. B in 1982. 
 
*** In 2009, the Denton ISD named one of their new schools Dr. Annie Webb 
Blanton Elementary.  This school is located in Argyle, Texas. 
5.  How many buildings in the state are named for our 12 founders? ____9 +____ 
 
At least four other founders has been recognized by having buildings named for 
them. 
 * Dr. Anna Hiss Gymnasium on the University of Texas campus in Austin, 
1930 dedicated while she taught there. 
 * Lalla M. Odom Elementary School in Austin, 1970 
 *  Mamie Sue Bastian Elementary School in Houston,  
 *  and Eva and Mabel Grizzard School Board Room in Waxahachie, 2010 
 
------------------ 
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6.  How many of the Founders are living today?   Zero 
 
------------------- 
 
MC:   That's the end of our competition.  While the judges determine the winning team, 
let's take time for a commercial from our girl, Cindy.(ASTEF director) 
 
COMMERCIAL BY CINDY on ASTEF 
 
MC:    Are the judges ready to make the announcement of the winning team?? 
 



What are You Worth? 
What are They Worth? 

 
All funds collected from this activity will be contributed to the 
Alpha State Texas Educational Foundation in honor of -------  

Person?  Officers?  Event?  
 

1. How many years have you been a member of Delta Kappa Gamma?  
  Five years or less  your contribution…   $1.00 
  6 to 10 years          0.75 
  11 to 30 years          0.50 
  31+ years          0.25 
 
2. Have you ever served as an officer or as a committee chairman? 
  No, never served as one your contribution…    $1.00 
  Served as a committee chairman        0.75 
  Served as an officer other than VP or Pres.       0.50 
  Served as 1st VP, 2nd VP, or President          0.25 
        
 
3. Have you ever been to a state convention? 
  No, never attended  your contribution…     $1.00 
  Yes, attended one         0.75 
  Yes, attended more than one        0.50 
  Yes, and I'm going again!        0.25 
 
4. Have you attended scheduled chapter meetings this year? 
  Yes, but missed more than one    your contribution…  $0.75 
  Yes, but missed only one        0.50 
  Yes, but I'm a new initiate--this is only my 2nd      0.25 
  Yes, and haven't missed any meetings this year     0.25 
 
5. How many years have you been in education? 
  Taught 1-10 years  your contribution…   $1.00 
  Taught 11 to 20 years         0.75 
  More than 20 years         0.50 
  Currently retired after 20+ years       0.25 
 
 
     

Thank you for your contribution. 
 
 

YOU are worth a million to TSO-DKG! 
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